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The Project Development Agreement (PDA) is the primary document governing the agreements and understandings for the development of the Wuskwatim Generation Project between:

- Manitoba Hydro (Hydro),
- Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (NCN),
- Taskinigahp Power Corporation (TPC),
  
  \textit{A new corporation controlled and wholly owned beneficially by NCN},
  
- 5022649 Manitoba Ltd. (General Partner),
  
  \- A new corporation wholly owned and controlled by Manitoba Hydro to manage the business and affairs of the Wuskwatim Power Limited Partnership, and

- Wuskwatim Power Limited Partnership (Wuskwatim Partnership),
  
  \- A new limited partnership managed by the General Partner, in which Hydro is a limited partner and TPC will be a limited partner as part of the PDA transactions.

When NCN is referred to as Hydro’s partner in this Summary, the reference actually means TPC as a limited partner in the Wuskwatim Partnership (NCN is not an actual partner in the Wuskwatim Power Limited Partnership).

The full PDA is a long and complicated legal document containing all of the necessary legal detail for a complex arrangement. It is difficult to read even for lawyers.

This Summary is intended to provide a brief description of the PDA’s provisions and all of the related primary agreements, which are schedules to the PDA.

\textbf{Disclaimer:} This is a summary document only. The Project Development Agreement and related documents contain approximately 1,300 pages of detail, and therefore, for a full understanding of the terms of NCN’s participation (through Taskinigahp Power Corporation) in the Wuskwatim Project, the primary documents should be referred to directly. Although all reasonable efforts have been made to verify the accuracy of the information contained in this document, none of NCN, the Chief or any councilors, advisors or representatives of or to NCN make any representations concerning the accuracy or completeness of this document. This document is based on known risk factors and reasonable assumptions, but as this is a summary of a number of agreements, completeness cannot be guaranteed. There are statements in this document which may constitute “forward-looking statements” that involve both known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Wuskwatim Project, and its costs, benefits and risks for NCN, to be materially different from any future results, performance
or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this document. Forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties, and should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not such results will be achieved. The statements made in this document are made as of the date set out on it, and none of NCN, the Chief or any councilors, advisors or representatives of or to NCN assume any obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances.
1. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

The parties to the PDA are:
- NCN
- Hydro
- TPC
- General Partner, and
- Wuskwatim Partnership

Background
NCN and Hydro entered into discussions about the Wuskwatim and Notiigi projects in 1999 that led to the Agreement in Principle (AIP), which was signed by NCN and Hydro in September 2001 after a ratification vote by NCN Members authorizing Chief and Council to negotiate a Project Development Agreement (PDA).

Discussions continued and a Summary of Understandings (SOU) about the Wuskwatim Project was developed. The SOU provided more detailed information about the business and other arrangements that would form part of the PDA. The SOU was also used in the regulatory process, including the Clean Environment Commission (CEC) hearings in which NCN participated as a co-proponent of the Wuskwatim Project.

Both the AIP and SOU are non-binding documents. The PDA however sets out the binding arrangements between NCN, Hydro, TPC, the General Partner and the Wuskwatim Partnership. Neither the Wuskwatim Generation Project nor the Wuskwatim Transmission Project within NCN’s Resource Management Area will proceed unless NCN Members authorize Chief and Council to enter into the PDA by a secret ballot ratification vote.

Purpose of the PDA
The purpose of the PDA is to set out the terms and conditions under which NCN and Hydro will proceed with the development of the Wuskwatim Generation Project. It is the primary agreement, which is supplemented by all of the other agreements and arrangements for the planning, development, construction and operation of the Wuskwatim Project.

The PDA does not deal with the Wuskwatim Transmission Project, except to describe how that project relates to the Wuskwatim Generation Project and NCN’s role in it as described in Article 7. References in this summary to “Wuskwatim” or the “Wuskwatim Project” are intended as references to the Wuskwatim Generation Project specifically.

The PDA brings together the entire relationship between NCN and Hydro, as well as the other parties, and the various agreements that have been drafted to define that relationship. It also deals with a number of issues, which either cannot be dealt with separately under the various agreements, or would be needlessly repeated under various agreements.
Summary of Key Provisions

Preamble and Interpretation: Article I

The preamble indicates that NCN and Hydro have stated publicly that they will not proceed with the Wuskwatim Project or the Wuskwatim Project Related Transmission Facilities unless NCN Members authorize Chief and Council to sign the PDA.

Article 1 contains provisions to assist in the interpretation of the PDA, including defined terms. Defined terms are denoted in the PDA by being capitalized and in bolded text.

Project Development: Article II

Article 2 provides the basic provisions to govern the development and operation of the Wuskwatim Project. It states that as of the date of the signing of the PDA, all rights and obligations of Hydro in connection with the Wuskwatim Project are to be assumed by the Wuskwatim Partnership, including the licences, which are to be issued by the federal and provincial governments. It also states that the costs of the parties from April 2002 up to the signing date are to be assumed as project costs by the Wuskwatim Partnership, including Article 8 planning costs. NCN and TPC also agree to support the Wuskwatim Project and not to oppose any aspects of it.

The Wuskwatim Partnership is obligated to give notice of the start of construction to NCN and TPC. It also provides Hydro with certain rights to halt construction for up to five years, subject to certain conditions. The PDA terminates if construction is not commenced within five years of the date of the PDA, or if it is halted by Hydro after the start of construction and Hydro does not start up again within five years.

It also sets out the fundamental features of the Wuskwatim Project, such as the low-head design, the location of the road, the camp and the transmission routes. The fundamental features cannot be changed without NCN’s consent, whether relating to construction, operation or licence conditions. NCN has certain defined periods of time within which to bring its objections to the licence conditions that, in its view, change a fundamental feature. Hydro agrees not to breach a fundamental feature in its operation of the Wuskwatim Project. Any material breach of a fundamental operating feature will be handled in the manner provided in the Adverse Effects Agreement.

The structure for the development of the Wuskwatim Partnership is set out. NCN waives any conflicts of interest that exist in the development structure due to Hydro’s multiple hats and Hydro’s exercise of its first duty to the Integrated Power System, which is Manitoba’s electric system.

NCN consents to the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro entering into certain agreements between the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro which have been called the “Hydro Service Agreements”; namely, the Management Agreement, the Project Financing Agreement, the Construction Agreement, the Power Purchase Agreement, the Operations and Maintenance Agreement, the Interconnection and Operating Agreement and the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement. Hydro agrees that for as long as TPC owns units in the Wuskwatim Partnership, except for the agreements contemplated by the PDA, Hydro will not enter into any other
agreements with the Wuskwatim Partnership, the purpose of which is to have Hydro provide services to the Partnership, without the prior consent of NCN.

Any disputes or claims relating to the PDA, the Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement, the NCN Financing Agreement or the TPC Financing Agreement are to be resolved under the dispute resolution provisions of the PDA (which provide for arbitration), except in relation to an alleged breach of a fundamental operating feature, which will be dealt with under the dispute resolution processes in the Adverse Effects Agreement.

The Wuskwatim Partnership confirms that it will monitor the project as it considers necessary to comply with regulatory conditions. Hydro, as the manager of the Wuskwatim Partnership under the Management Agreement, agrees to negotiate contracts with NCN or NCN Qualifying Businesses to provide certain environmental or socio-economic monitoring activities to Hydro.

NCN is given a right of first refusal to purchase used assets upon completion of construction.

The Wuskwatim Partnership agrees to implement the Access Management Plan. The Partnership also agrees that when considering any amendments to the Plan, or when preparing any environmental protection plan or environmental monitoring plan, it will utilize Ethinesewin (traditional knowledge, including the collective wisdom of Nisichawayasihk Nehethowuk) and conventional scientific analysis in a way that is equal and meaningful.

The Wuskwatim Partnership agrees that as part of the information to be provided to individuals employed on, and visitors to, the Wuskwatim Project construction site who may have access to the Nelson House RMA, the Partnership will make available the Nisichawayasihk Nehethowuk Customary Law principles, a copy of which is attached as Schedule 2-1 to the PDA.
Wuskwatim Partnership & Financing the Partnership: Articles III & IV
The General Partner is to be a wholly owned subsidiary of Hydro, the sole undertaking of which will be to act as general partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership.

The Board of the General Partner is to consist of a minimum of three directors and maximum of 12 directors, to be determined by Hydro, with proportionate representation of Hydro and NCN on the Board, based on unit ownership in the Wuskwatim Partnership. For as long as TPC owns units in the Limited Partnership, NCN will be entitled to have one director on the Board of the General Partner.

There are criteria for eligibility of NCN nominees to serve on the board, including no formal affiliation with TPC or the new Taskinaigah Trust. General Partner Board meetings are to be held at least once every two months during construction, and four times a year after that unless otherwise agreed.

Two advisory committees will be established – the Construction Advisory Committee and the Monitoring Advisory Committee. Their mandates are generally defined in Schedules 3-1 and 3-2 of the PDA.

All of the costs of the Wuskwatim Project are to be funded by the Wuskwatim Partnership based on a 75% debt ratio (meaning, in general terms, the percentage of debt to the total of debt and equity of the Wuskwatim Project), which can be increased to 85% only in the first 10 years. Cash or investment reserves established by the General Partner for things like de-commissioning costs are not included as equity for the purposes of determining the debt ratio of the Wuskwatim Partnership. The equity is to be provided by the limited partners (TPC and Hydro), and the debt is to be funded by Hydro, as lender, under negotiated credit facilities provided for in the Project Financing Agreement.

With respect to ownership of the Wuskwatim Partnership:

- Hydro will own not less than 66.99 percent of the issued and outstanding units;
- The General Partner will own 0.01 percent; and
- TPC will own up to 33 percent, provided that it pays the required price in approved funds and complies with certain conditions that apply at final closing date (when the first of the three turbines goes into service, currently forecasted to be about 2011 or 2012) and at the adjustment date (which is to occur on the first anniversary of the final closing date). TPC can elect to take less than 33 percent of the units at final closing if it wishes to, and also, if it does not come up with the full purchase price or otherwise does not satisfy a specified condition, it can be involuntarily reduced to a lower percentage.

The numbers of units (units are like shares except for a partnership) to be issued to each of Hydro and TPC will be specified. The unit price will be $1,000 per unit. The exact number of units that TPC will get will ultimately depend on the total amount invested by it for the purchase of the units (which will be driven by the cost of the project and other factors). Additional equity may be injected via cash calls on the limited partners made by the General Partner. Failure to inject equity into the Wuskwatim Partnership when called upon to do so by the General Partner by cash call could result in a dilution of TPC’s ownership percentage.
When TPC injects equity in response to a cash call, it will be issued additional units in the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Money will be lent to the Wuskwatim Partnership by Hydro as set out in the Project Financing Agreement. Under the Project Financing Agreement and related security documents to be given by the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro, the Wuskwatim Partnership will be granting a security interest in favour of Hydro in all of the Wuskwatim Partnership’s present and future property, including the Wuskwatim lands. In very simple terms, this means that if the Wuskwatim Partnership does not pay back the money it borrows from Hydro, Hydro will be able to seize the Wuskwatim Partnership’s assets (among other remedies in this circumstance available to Hydro as the lender).

Financing of TPC and NCN: Article V

Hydro will make loans available to TPC under a loan agreement called the TPC Financing Agreement, to fund cash calls made by the General Partner under the Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement as cash is required to build or operate the Wuskwatim Project.

The TPC Financing Agreement provides for two credit facilities:

- An equity credit facility to provide loans to TPC for construction-related cash calls; and
- A cash call credit facility to provide loans to TPC for operational-related cash calls.

TPC has a final closing sale right, which is the right to sell its units in the Wuskwatim Project back to Hydro. The sale right is exercisable for all or part of TPC’s units at final closing. This sale right has been negotiated as a way to give NCN/TPC an exit strategy if the project does not look like it will pan out or NCN decides it no longer wants to be a partner.

If the specified loan conditions applicable to TPC (as set out in Article 5.4) are not met on final closing (essentially, if TPC does not put up its share of the cash), Hydro has the right to purchase all or some of TPC’s units in the Wuskwatim Project depending on the magnitude of TPC’s breach of the closing conditions (thereby reducing or possibly eliminating TPC’s participation as a limited partner).

Loans may be made by Hydro to TPC under the equity credit facility at any time after the final closing, until the first anniversary of the final closing (also called the adjustment date). If the specified loan conditions applicable to TPC are not met on the adjustment date (essentially, if TPC does not put up its share of the cash), Hydro has the right to purchase all or some of TPC’s units in the Wuskwatim Project depending on the magnitude of TPC’s breach of the closing conditions (thereby reducing or possible eliminating TPC’s participation as a limited partner).

If the construction of the Wuskwatim Project does not start by the specified deadline, or if it is halted but not re-commenced by the specified deadline, TPC has the right to sell (a “non-completion sale right”) all (but not less than all) of its units to Hydro and Hydro must buy them.

TPC has a term sale right, exercisable only once between the final closing and the maturity date (fifty years after final closing), to require Hydro to buy all of its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership on the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement. Under this right, TPC does not get all of its money back from Hydro
when it sells its units, and so this right would only be used in very dire scenarios. It is not anticipated that this right will be exercised.

TPC also has a **twenty-fifth anniversary sale right**, exercisable only on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the final closing, to require Hydro to buy all (but not less than all) of its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership on the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement.

TPC also has a **maturity date sale right**, exercisable only on the fiftieth anniversary of the final closing (the maturity date), to require Hydro to buy all (but not less than all) of its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership on the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement.

On the maturity date, any equity loans remaining outstanding must be paid back in full if TPC wants to keep its units. Any cash call loans remaining outstanding also will need to be repaid out of distributions from the Wuskwatim Partnership on all of TPC’s units. Until the maturity date, the equity and cash call loans will be paid back only out of distributions made by the Wuskwatim Partnership on some or all of TPC’s units (depending on the loan), in the order of priority and subject to the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement.

However, if TPC exercises its Final Sale Closing Right, Twenty-fifth Anniversary Sale Right or Maturity Date Sale Right and if any equity, cash call or dividend loans remain outstanding as of the date the right is exercised, those loans will not have to be repaid by TPC or NCN.

Hydro will also provide dividend loans to NCN to provide cash flow to NCN under a separate loan agreement called the NCN Financing Agreement. The amount of these loans is based on a formula of availability, based on TPC’s invested cash. Any dividend loans remaining outstanding at the maturity date will need to be repaid.

All of Hydro’s costs (as a lender) for the loans to NCN or TPC will be paid by the Wuskwatim Partnership unless NCN or TPC default under their loan agreements, in which case NCN and TPC will be responsible for those costs.

As set out above, until the maturity date, neither NCN nor TPC will be required to repay the equity, cash call or dividend loans to Hydro except out of distributions from the Wuskwatim Partnership or on the security of TPC’s units in the Partnership. All loans made to Hydro will be secured by a security interest in all of TPC’s units in the Wuskwatim Partnership and any and all distributions made by the Wuskwatim Project on those units. TPC risks losing its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership in the event of default under the TPC or NCN Financing Agreements.

**Description of the Project: Article VI**

Article 6 outlines how the Wuskwatim Project will be built and operated. The Wuskwatim Partnership can change how the project will be built or operated as it considers appropriate, but it cannot make any change which would result in a material change to a fundamental feature. The Wuskwatim Project must at all times comply with the fundamental features as defined in Article 2. The Wuskwatim Partnership is the owner of the Wuskwatim Project but will contract with Hydro to manage the construction of the project.
The location of the Wuskwatim Project is specified in the PDA, as are the:

- primary and secondary structures and supporting infrastructure,
- construction camp,
- access road (and related access rights),
- temporary facilities,
- construction power services.

Article 6 describes the lands on which the Wuskwatim Project will be built and describes the access road to those lands. The General Partner on behalf of the Wuskwatim Partnership will be entitled to become the owner of the project lands as trustee for the Partnership, on the initial closing date in accordance with the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement (Schedule 6-11). The General Partner on behalf of the Wuskwatim Partnership will also enter into a Quarry Mineral Lease and a CRD Easement Agreement with Manitoba, as well as a Transmission Corridor Easement Agreement, an Access Road Transmission Easement, a Communications Tower Easement Agreement, a Transmission Lands Lease and an Access Road User Agreement with Hydro. These agreements are described in section 12 of this Summary entitled “Wuskwatim Land Arrangements”.

Article 6 describes the source documents used in the Wuskwatim Project for determining topographic mapping and geotechnical and water level information, and also describes the:

- forebay level,
- inflow design flood,
- rated plant discharge and best gate discharge (the normal highest output),
- number and type of turbines,
- mode of operation,
- water regime (including water levels, fluctuations and upstream and downstream effects),
- operation of the Churchill River Diversion,
- particulars of operating conditions (abnormal, special and emergency), and
- flooding and clearing.

Article 6 provides that access to the Wuskwatim Project and to the Access Road will be restricted in accordance with the Access Management Plan, which is Schedule 6-17 to the PDA.

**Transmission Matters: Article VII**

Article 7 makes it clear that transmission-related facilities are excluded from the Wuskwatim Project and will not form part of the assets of the Wuskwatim Partnership. It is a separate project for licencing and for regulatory purposes.

Article 7 also describes where electric power will be obtained for construction of the Wuskwatim Project, and sets out what the permanent portion of the transmission facilities (lines and stations) will be comprised of.
As set out in the Power Purchase Agreement, the Wuskwatim Partnership will deliver the electrical power generated by the Wuskwatim Project to Hydro at the point of interconnection (near the generating station) specified in Article 7.

NCN acknowledges having participated in the route evaluation and selection of the local transmission facilities, and Hydro agrees that the location and routing of these facilities will not be changed materially without NCN’s concurrence.

Subject to the PDA being complied with, NCN agrees to support the development of the Wuskwatim Transmission Project.

Hydro agrees to establish the Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund to generate funds to be used for community development purposes by eligible First Nation and small or remote northern communities in the vicinity of the Wuskwatim transmission project.

Also set out are matters related to the establishment of the fund and the annual payments and allocations. NCN’s share of payments available annually from the fund will be 44 percent of the total amount paid out by the fund, (currently estimated to be about $100,000 annually). These moneys will be deposited to the Resource Account of Taskinigahp Trust.

These payments from the fund will be assigned to the Taskinigahp Trust and deposited to the resource account for resource development and harvesting programs.

**Pre-Project Training: Article VIII**

Article 8 confirms the original commitment of $5 million of project funds by Hydro for pre-project training for NCN Members and other northern aboriginals in connection with the Wuskwatim Project and the Keeyask Project, and a further $15 million of Keeyask project funds for training of members of the Keeyask Cree Nations and other northern aboriginal people in connection with the Wuskwatim Project and the Keeyask Project.

It also confirms that a training initiative called the Hydro Northern Training and Employment Initiative was agreed to with $62 million of funding as set out in contribution agreements involving Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) under the Aboriginal Skills and Employment Program ($22 million), Hydro ($20 million, as described above), Manitoba ($10 million), Western Economic Diversification ($5 million), Indian and Northern Affairs Canada ($3.3 million) and the specified aboriginal training partners ($1.7 million).

NCN will be responsible for training its Members and Nelson House Northern Affairs Community (NAC) Residents. Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak Inc. and the Manitoba Métis Federation Inc. will be responsible for training certain other northern aboriginals as set out in their agreements under the training initiative.

Of the funds under this training initiative, $15 million will be spent for pre-project training for NCN’s Members, NAC residents and other northern aboriginals for jobs associated with the Wuskwatim Project and the Keeyask Project, 75 percent of which ($11,250,000) will be training funds just for NCN’s Members and NAC Residents. NCN’s training will be provided through Atoskiwin Training and Employment Centre (ATEC). Neither NCN, nor its Members and NAC residents will be entitled to access any of the training initiative funds allocated for training in respect of the Keeyask Project.
However, supplemental training funds of up to $2 million will be available to NCN, if it exceeds certain training targets for designated trades.

NCN has already received $6,289,065 in training funds already advanced from various specified sources (and acknowledges this in the PDA). NCN also confirms in the PDA that these funds it has received form part of the training funds, even though they were received prior to the establishment of the training initiative.

Hydro also confirms in the PDA that it has provided or will provide a number of advances to NCN for ATEC activities in a total amount not to exceed $5,685,000. As part of the PDA, NCN, TPC and Hydro will enter into a Revenue Advance Consolidation Agreement (Schedule 8-1) to be effective on signing the PDA - just before construction starts - to put the terms of the various ATEC loans into one agreement.

Finally, NCN specifically agrees to continue providing training to NCN’s former members residing at South Indian Lake who had commenced pre-project training prior to becoming members of OPCN in December 2005.

**Employment Opportunities During Construction: Article IX**

Article 9 makes clear that the Wuskwatim Project will be constructed under the Burntwood Nelson Agreement (BNA), a collective agreement between the Allied Hydro Council, that represents the unions that build hydro projects, and the Hydro Projects Management Association, which is essentially Hydro. The BNA is subject to some specific provisions related to the Wuskwatim Project, as set out in the Wuskwatim letter of agreement attached to the BNA. NCN Businesses working on a direct negotiation contract will be able to directly hire NCN Members and other Northern Aboriginals to work on the Wuskwatim Project.

The BNA now provides that first preference for employment on all major hydro-electric development projects covered by it, including all of Hydro’s projects on the Burntwood or Nelson Rivers for which construction is commenced prior to 2016, is to go to northern aboriginals who qualify as northern residents and reside within the specified region of the Churchill/Burntwood/Nelson River Area. They must also be registered with Manitoba Advanced Education and Training (MAET).

Hydro agrees that the first preference provisions in the collective agreement will not be amended in relation to any project covered by the collective agreement, which has commenced prior to 2016, provided that Hydro will seek an amendment to the preference provisions of the BNA specifically for the Keeyask Project that would allow members of the Keeyask Cree Nations, wherever they reside to be considered as residents within the specified region of the Churchill/Burntwood/Nelson River Area. The Allied Hydro Council (AHC) would need to agree to such an amendment.

NCN agrees that MAET will be the primary job placement and referral agency for employment on the Wuskwatim Project, and that ATEC will be the referral agency to MAET, with respect to employment of Members of NCN on the Wuskwatim Project. MAET will have a number of responsibilities including:

- Recruiting and screening candidates,
- Developing a candidate database,
- Receiving and registering job orders from contractors,
• Matching job orders to the candidate database, having regard for the preference provisions of the BNA, and
• Making referrals to contractors.

However, NCN acknowledges the right of contractors, on reasonable grounds, to reject candidates referred to it by MAET.

Hydro also agrees to establish an Advisory Committee on Employment (ACE) to monitor and address issues that arise in the referral and hiring process. Written complaints can be made to this Advisory Committee when disputes arise.

However, this committee is advisory only and Hydro retains the ultimate authority as project manager. Accordingly, if a contractor does not accept the Advisory Committee’s decision, it can refer the matter to Hydro, as project manager for resolution.

Hydro, as project manager, retains ultimate control and responsibility for all tender specifications for construction, operation and maintenance of the Wuskwatim Project, but must include the following tender specifications:

• The collective agreement provisions will form part of the tender specifications,
• Contractors will set reasonable requirements for accreditation, skill and experience, and
• Contractors will be required to provide on-the-job training (the details of which will form part of their tender submission).

Hydro agrees to provide reports to NCN concerning the employment of NCN Members on the Wuskwatim Project. Hydro also agrees to work with NCN to increase opportunities for its Members to be employed by Hydro in its on-going operations, as well as for Hydro positions on the Wuskwatim Project.

**Business Opportunities During Construction: Article X**

Under Article 10, the Wuskwatim Partnership agrees to contract with Hydro for the planning, design, engineering, construction and commissioning (start-up process) of the Wuskwatim Project in accordance with the Construction Agreement, subject to Hydro’s right to sub-contract.

Hydro negotiated with NCN and NCN qualifying businesses for certain direct negotiation contracts. The conditions under which the negotiations occurred were that the costs would be reasonable, and there would be no adverse effect on construction scheduling or the quality of delivered goods and services (as determined by Hydro, acting reasonably).

Subject to the Wuskwatim Partnership proceeding with construction, Hydro agrees to enter into those direct negotiation contracts listed in Schedule 10-2 to the PDA for which Hydro and the applicable qualifying NCN business have signed, or will sign, cover agreements upon completion of the negotiation of the form of these agreements. These direct negotiation contracts are:

• Construction of the Access Road
• Cross-cultural activities and ceremonies
• Catering
• Site Preparation and Camp Development
• Sewer and Water
• Security
• Transmission Clearing

NCN has set up several companies or business entities to joint venture with others in order to carry out these contracts, which are worth over $100 Million in revenues. Among the companies or business entities established so far are:

(1) Nisichawayasihk Construction LP, a limited partnership whose general partner is N.H. 313 Inc. and whose limited partner is NCN, and which is carrying on business in succession to Nelson House Forest Industry. Nisichawayasihk Construction LP has entered into a joint venture with Strilkiwski North Ltd.; and

(2) Nisichawayasihk Catering LP, a limited partnership whose general partner is NCN Catering GP Corporation and whose limited partner is NCN. Nisichawayasihk Catering LP has entered into a joint venture with Sodexho Ms Canada Ltd.

Additional NCN businesses may be set up prior to the start of construction.

Adverse Effects Article: XI

Article 11 provides that, while NCN and Hydro have worked closely together in the planning and design of the Wuskwatim Project and the Wuskwatim Transmission Project to avoid any adverse effects of those projects, nonetheless those projects may cause adverse effects to NCN or to Members for which the Limited Partnership, in respect of the generation project, and Hydro, in respect of the transmission project, will pay compensation, as provided in the Adverse Effects Agreement. The Adverse Effects Agreement is described in Section 13 of this Summary.

Article 11 also provides that the Wuskwatim Partnership will conduct ongoing monitoring to determine whether any unanticipated environmental impacts or adverse effects might arise and confirms that in such event the Wuskwatim Partnership will have the responsibility to address concerns and that the Partnership may enter into agreements with First Nations with which Hydro has contractual commitments relative to such monitoring.

Representations and Warranties: Article XII

Article 12 sets out the representations and warranties given by each of the parties. Each of the parties to the PDA and the General Partner state that:

• they have power to sign the PDA and perform their obligations under the PDA,
• the PDA is enforceable against them,
• they have complied with all laws in relation to the Wuskwatim Project,
• no adverse litigation is outstanding against them (i.e., no one is now suing them),
they have or will have all necessary licences, approvals etc. for entering into the PDA and doing the things set out in the PDA,

no person, other than the parties to the PDA, has options or agreements to acquire any unissued units or interests in the Wuskwatim Partnership, and in the case of Hydro, no party has any agreement with Hydro or option for the development of the Wuskwatim Project,

the performance of their obligations will not breach contracts to which they are a party, and

the performance of their obligations will not breach judgments, licences or applicable laws, to which they are subject.

The general representations of the parties survive indefinitely. TPC and Hydro also give additional representations to support the exemptions of securities laws being relied on for the issuance of units in the Wuskwatim Partnership to them. These representations survive for two years following the final closing.

The Wuskwatim Partnership gives additional representations in respect of the issued units, existence of and compliance with the provisions of the Initial Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement, accuracy of financial statements, etc. Such additional representations of the Wuskwatim Partnership survive for two years following the final closing.

**Initial Closing Conditions: Article XIII**

Article 13 sets out the conditions that must be complied with prior to the initial closing date for the benefit of Hydro, TPC and the Wuskwatim Partnership. The parties confirm, on the record, that there are no orders or injunctions against them.

TPC and Hydro confirm that:

- they have delivered the subscription agreement and subscription price to the Wuskwatim Partnership,
- the NCN Loan Agreements (being the TPC Financing Agreement and the NCN Financing Agreement), the Hydro Service Agreements and certain other agreements were properly signed, and
- their lawyers have given the required legal opinions.

If the conditions in favour of a party are not satisfied on or prior to the initial closing date, that party may, at its option, terminate its obligations to the other parties under the PDA, without prejudice to any claims the terminating party may have against the others for breach of agreement. However, where Hydro terminates its obligations as set out in this Article:

- Its obligations to NCN and TPC to carry out the Limited Partnership Transaction essentially, to allow TPC to invest in the Wuskwatim Partnership, to enter into the Hydro Service Agreements and to finance TPC and NCN’s involvement in the Wuskwatim Limited Partnership also terminate, and
- the balance of the PDA continues in full force and effect.

Each party agrees to use its best efforts to ensure compliance with all these conditions.
**Closing Arrangements: Article XIV**

Article 14 sets out the place and time of closing for the initial closing, as well as the obligation of TPC on the final closing and on the first anniversary of the final closing (the adjustment date), to deliver to the Wuskwatim Partnership confirmation as to whether the conditions set out in the TPC Financing Agreement in connection with the final closing and the adjustment date, as the case may be, have been satisfied.

If under the TPC Financing Agreement a sale or purchase right is exercised on either the final closing or the adjustment date in respect of all of TPC’s units, TPC and NCN are required to provide a full release in favour of the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro, in respect of the Wuskwatim Project and the Wuskwatim Partnership Transactions, and to return to Hydro all confidential information, as defined in the PDA and the General Partner, the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro are required to provide similar releases and returns to NCN and TPC.

**Construction Conditions: Article XV**

Article 15 sets out three conditions before the Wuskwatim Partnership proceeds with construction of the Wuskwatim Project, being:

- the closing of the Wuskwatim Partnership Transaction, unless it fails to close because NCN chooses not to close,
- all of the closing licences having been obtained by or assigned to the Wuskwatim Partnership, without any deficiency notices having been delivered by NCN in respect of non-compliance with the conditions of such licences, and
- that there are no court orders or injunctions prohibiting the construction of the Wuskwatim Project.

**TPC and Taskinigahp Trust: Article XVI**

Hydro agrees that NCN can use TPC as its nominee to invest in the Wuskwatim Partnership, provided that NCN is and continues to maintain beneficial ownership of all of the shares of TPC. NCN agrees that it will not use TPC for any business activity other than to invest in the Wuskwatim Partnership. NCN also agrees that, so long as TPC owns units in the Wuskwatim Partnership, or NCN or TPC are indebted to Hydro under the NCN Loan Agreements or the Revenue Advance Consolidation Agreement, NCN will not in any way transfer its TPC shares without Hydro’s consent.

TPC cannot accept or record any transfer made by NCN in breach of this condition, and cannot issue any more shares or securities in its capital stock without Hydro’s consent. Hydro agrees to NCN assigning, in the manner set out in the NCN Deed of Assignment, NCN’s present and future dividends (profit payments) on its shares in TPC, the dividend loans it receives from Hydro under the NCN Financing Agreement, the settlement proceeds under the Adverse Effects Agreement and the benefits from the Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund to Taskinigahp Trust, provided NCN, TPC and Taskinigahp Trust execute the Commitment Agreement on the initial closing date.

NCN also agrees not to sell its shares in TPC and to maintain TPC’s existence and agrees to advise Hydro upon the appointment of a new corporate trustee for Taskinigahp Trust.
Power Purchase Agreement Review Process: Article XVII

Article 17 sets out the process for Energy Rate Reviews, as referred to in Article 6 of the Power Purchase Agreement (the PPA). Under the PPA, Hydro will pay the Wuskwatim Partnership for all the power generated at Wuskwatim and delivered to the point of interconnection, regardless of what Hydro does with the power, based on a pricing mechanism described in the PPA (See Section 6 of this Summary). If Hydro actually exports a fair amount of power, the price to the Wuskwatim Partnership will be based on a weighted average of the prices Hydro actually gets for the exports. If Hydro doesn’t actually export much power (called insufficient transactions in the PDA), there will be a different formula for setting the price.

In summary, the review process generally provides the ability for NCN or Hydro to appoint an expert (an independent person or firm with expertise in the hydro-generation and electric industry), to review the pricing mechanism under the Power Purchase Agreement:

i. every five years during the term of the Power Purchase Agreement,

ii. upon any extension of the term of the Power Purchase Agreement, and

iii. where a report provided by Hydro discloses that there were insufficient transactions in the particular fiscal year covered by such report.

Reviews also can be called for in respect of adjustments made under the Power Purchase Agreement and in respect of environmental credits (as described below).

The person or firm to be appointed as an expert is to be agreed upon by NCN and Hydro. If they cannot agree, the Court of Queen’s Bench appoints the expert. The expert is appointed to make non-binding recommendations as to what changes may be required to the pricing mechanism, so as to make it effective to establish a representative price based on the agreed-upon pricing principles. If the review is requested by Hydro or NCN as set out in item (iii) above, the party requesting the review has the onus of demonstrating certain matters to the expert.

If NCN or Hydro is not prepared to accept the expert’s decision, then the parties can ask the expert to try to mediate an agreement.

If NCN and Hydro cannot reach agreement within 45 days, either of them can call for a second expert to be appointed, who will make a decision based on such expert’s review of the:

- pricing principles,
- Power Purchase Agreement,
- first expert’s report, and
- written submissions of the parties, if any, which must be made within 45 days of the second expert’s appointment.

The second expert’s decision shall be binding and not subject to appeal or review. Each party bears its own costs of the review, and the Wuskwatim Partnership pays the costs of experts.

An expert appointed under this Article does not have the authority to amend or vary the Pricing principles and must adhere to the Pricing principles in making
any decision; nor does an expert have the authority to amend or vary the other fees or charges set out in the PPA.

Note: Canada and other countries have said they will try to reduce their greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions (e.g. carbon dioxide) in the future. It is possible that there might eventually be a system of environmental credits. Businesses, like power companies, might be able buy and sell the right to produce GHGs. Making power with hydro dams generally creates fewer GHGs than making power by doing things like burning coal. Therefore, it is possible that, some day in the future, the Wuskwatim project might get some value from some form of environmental credits, because it would be able to generate power while creating few GHGs.

The parties agree in principle that, to the extent not already reflected to the benefit of the Wuskwatim Partnership in the pricing mechanism under the Power Purchase Agreement, any future environmental credits in respect of the Wuskwatim Generating Station will be assets of, or credited to, the Wuskwatim Partnership. In the event Hydro and NCN are unable to agree to the calculation or application of such credits, whether or not they are reflected in the pricing mechanism, the same process of using experts set out above will be used to resolve the dispute.

Operations and Maintenance Agreement Review Process: Article XVIII

A similar type of review process set out in Article 17, is also provided in Article 18 to give NCN the ability to appoint an expert to conduct a review as to:

- whether the operating and maintenance costs charged to the Wuskwatim Partnership as set out in the Operations and Maintenance Agreement have been charged in a manner consistent with the costs calculation criteria (or a cost review), and
- whether the manner in which Hydro provides the operations and maintenance services to the Wuskwatim Partnership is consistent with the services parameters (or a services review).

However, in Article 18, only NCN has the ability to trigger a review, which, in respect of a cost review can generally be triggered no later than 90 days after having received a report on the operating and maintenance costs, and in respect of a services review, can be triggered at each 10 years of the term of the Operations and Maintenance Agreement occurring after final closing.

The same review process, by a first expert and then a second expert, set out in Article 17 applies to reviews triggered as set out in Article 18. Hydro agrees to pay the amounts to be paid, and to change its procedures in carrying out the operations and maintenance services, as may be directed by the second expert or arbitrator.

However, an expert appointed under this Article does not have the authority to amend or vary the costs calculation criteria or the service parameters. In addition, an expert appointed under this Article does not have the authority to require a payment by Hydro in excess of the amount it has received from the Partnership under the Operations and Maintenance Agreement, and does not have the authority to direct or constrain in any way Hydro’s sole ability and authority to dispatch the Integrated Power System or the Project as Hydro considers appropriate.
Article 18 also states that Hydro is to conduct an internal review of the manner in which it provides the operations and maintenance services to the Wuskwatim Partnership at least once every five years during the term and to share the results with NCN.

**System Operations and Dispatch Agreement Review Process: Article XIX**

A similar type of review process as provided in Article 17 is also provided in Article 19 to give NCN the ability to appoint an expert to conduct a review as to:

- whether the operating costs charged to the Wuskwatim Partnership as set out in the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement have been charged in a manner consistent with the cost calculation criteria (or a costs review), and
- whether Hydro has controlled, operated and dispatched the Integrated Power System, including the Wuskwatim Generating Station as part of that system, in a manner consistent with the operation and dispatch criteria and, if not, what direct losses the Wuskwatim Partnership has suffered as a result of such non compliance (or an operations review).

Only NCN has the ability to trigger a review, which for a costs review can generally be triggered no later than 90 days after having received a report on the operating costs, and for an operations review, can be triggered no later than 90 days after having received a report on the control operation and dispatch of the Integrated Power System, as set out in the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement.

The same review process as set out in Article 17, by a first expert and then a second expert, applies to reviews triggered as set out in Article 19, and Hydro agrees to pay the Wuskwatim Partnership the amount of direct losses the second expert has determined the Wuskwatim Partnership has suffered. Article 19 provides that the expert shall not have authority to require a payment by Hydro, other than for direct losses and shall not have the authority to direct or constrain Hydro's sole ability and authority to dispatch the Integrated Power System, or the Wuskwatim Project as part of that system, in such a manner as Hydro in its sole discretion deems appropriate.

**Limited Partnership Agreement Review Process: Article XX**

A similar type of review process as provided in Article 17 is also provided in Article 20 to give NCN the ability to appoint an expert to conduct a review as to the level of reserves being held by the Wuskwatim Partnership pursuant to section 6.06 of the Limited Partnership Agreement.

Both Hydro and NCN have the ability to trigger a review, which can generally be triggered no later than 90 days after having received a report on the reserves as set out in the Limited Partnership Agreement.

The same review process as set out in Article 17, by a first expert and then a second expert, applies to reviews triggered as set out in Article 20. If the second expert determines that reserves are too high, then the excess will be distributed to the limited partners, and if reserves are too low, the difference will be accumulated within a schedule determined by the second expert or, failing that, as determined by the General Partner. Article 20 provides that the expert shall not have authority to amend or vary the terms of the Limited Partnership Agreement.
Agreement and shall consider only what level of reserves is reasonable in the manner provided in Article 20.

Dispute Resolution: Article XXI

Article 21 of the PDA set out the resolution process that will apply to resolve any and all disputes under the PDA, the Limited Partnership Agreement, the TPC Financing Agreement and the NCN Financing Agreement (except in respect of any matter that must be submitted for review under Article 17, 18, 19 or 20 or a breach of a fundamental operating feature, which will be dealt with under the Adverse Effects Agreement). As NCN is not a party to the Hydro Service Agreements, it cannot go to arbitration in relation to those agreements, except: (1) NCN has direct access to the review processes described above; and (2) TPC can bring an arbitration under the PDA if it believes that the General Partner has breached its duties to act in the best interests of the Wuskwatim Partnership. However, where TPC brings an arbitration against the General Partner for breach of fiduciary duty in respect of matters arising under the Hydro Service Agreements (other than the Construction Agreements and the Interconnection and Operating Agreement), Article 21 provides that the arbitration shall be brought by NCN (in the place of TPC) against Hydro (in the place of the General Partner), and TPC and the General Partner agree to be bound by the decision of the arbitrator.

Article 21 also sets out the procedures to be followed in any arbitration under the PDA. The Arbitrator has broad authority to grant legal and equitable remedies.

Related to the issue of dispute resolution is Article 2.17, by which the parties acknowledge the existence of conflicts of interest arising from, among other things, the fact that the Hydro Service Agreements are between Hydro and the Wuskwatim Partnership (in which Hydro is a limited partner and also controls the general partner) and Hydro’s duty to manage the Integrated Power System, and Article 2.18, by which the parties waive any cause of action or right to object that they might otherwise have solely by reason of the existence of these conflicts of interest. In addition Article 24.1(f) provides that neither NCN nor TPC shall bring any action against Hydro, the General Partner or its officers or directors or the Wuskwatim Partnership, other than as set out in the review mechanisms or the arbitration provisions of the PDA.

Transitional Matters: Article XXII

The Wuskwatim Partnership agrees to provide transition funding to NCN for the wind-up of the future development office over 3 months from the signing of the PDA, the defence of legal challenges, if any, to the issuance of the licenses required to build the project and the defence of legal challenges, if any, to NCN’s right to sign the PDA, subject to a work plan and budget acceptable to Hydro.

The Wuskwatim Partnership also agrees to provide implementation funding to NCN to a maximum of $2.7 million to reimburse reasonable eligible costs incurred by NCN from the signing of the PDA to the adjustment date (one year following the final closing) for the implementation of the PDA arrangements, including costs related to NCN’s participation on on-going committees, administration and monitoring, community consultations and ceremonies, subject to a work plan and budget acceptable to Hydro.
If construction of the project does not proceed or is delayed, the amount of funding may be adjusted.

**Release and Indemnity: Article XXIII**

NCN, for itself and on behalf of NCN Members, releases Hydro from all claims whatsoever that NCN or its Members had, has or could have in any way arising out of Hydro’s obligations as set out in Article 8 of the 1996 NFA Implementation Agreement in respect of the Wuskwatim Project, other than as set out in the PDA. NCN agrees to indemnify Hydro from any claims brought by Members of NCN in respect of the matters from which Hydro has been released.

The indemnity does not cover Hydro’s costs of resisting such claims and is subject to Hydro complying with prescribed requirements in favour of NCN, such as giving quick notice of the claim. No release is given for future breaches of the 1996 NFA Implementation Agreement, breaches of the PDA or for future negligent acts or willful misconduct.

In simple terms, an indemnity is sort of like a promise to reimburse. If John indemnifies Jane, and Jane is successfully sued for $100, John pays the $100 instead of Jane.

**Additional Covenants: Article XXIV**

NCN and TPC agree that they will not take an active part in the business of the Wuskwatim Partnership, sign or do anything which:

- binds or purports to bind the Wuskwatim Partnership or hold itself out as having the power to do so,
- brings any action for partition and sale, or otherwise in connection with any interest in the property of the Wuskwatim Partnership,
- brings any action against Hydro, the Wuskwatim Partnership or the General Partner or their directors or officers, except as allowed by the PDA (e.g. PDA arbitration), or
- allows the transfer of TPC’s units to NCN.

Hydro declares that it has provided all information and documentation related to the Wuskwatim Project, as NCN, TPC or their advisors have requested in order for NCN, TPC and their advisors to be fully informed about the project. NCN and TPC represent and acknowledge having received all information and documentation as they have requested in order to make an informed investment decision.

Hydro and the Limited Partnership confirm that they make no representations as to the financial projections or projected financial return information, which have been prepared in respect of the Wuskwatim Partnership, or as to whether or not the investment by TPC in the Wuskwatim Partnership will earn any return or result in the attainment of NCN’s goals. Each party acknowledges and declares that based on their own due diligence, they have each independently determined that they are sufficiently informed to conclude the PDA and proceed with the development of the Wuskwatim Project. NCN and TPC also acknowledge that:

- they got independent advice by advisors of their choice and were provided with the financial means to do so,
- they had the opportunity to ask questions of, and receive answers from, Hydro,
they participated in the conclusion of the PDA, and
they explained the nature and significance of the PDA and the
transactions contemplated in the PDA at community meetings open to all
Members of NCN.

Ratification and Execution: Article XXV

Article 25 sets out the referendum process which must be followed by NCN in
order to have the PDA ratified by its Members, which includes a consultative
aspect whereby the PDA is made available for NCN Members to review, with at
least one public meeting to be held in each of Winnipeg, South Indian Lake, Leaf
Rapids, Thompson and Brandon, at which the nature and significance of the PDA
is to be explained. NCN’s principal advisors are to attend at least one meeting in
each of these locations.

The Article sets out the notice requirements, which must be complied with in the
calling of such meetings. The referendum process also requires a vote to be
conducted by way of an Advance Poll and a Referendum Poll on the Reserve
and at South Indian Lake, Thompson, Leaf Rapids, Brandon and Winnipeg. The
provisions governing the calling and conduct of the vote, as well as the
requirements for eligibility to vote, are detailed in Article 25 and in the
Referendum Rules attached as a Schedule to the PDA. The PDA will only be
signed on behalf of NCN and will only take effect after there has been
compliance with the ratification process set out in Article 25.

After the vote is held, the NCN Electoral Officer will issue a Referendum
Certificate and if it confirms that a majority of Members support Chief and Council
signing the PDA and the related agreements and documents, then within five
business days from the date the Referendum Certificate is delivered to the Chief
or a Councillor by the Electoral Officer, NCN and TPC must sign the PDA.

After the Referendum is held, it is possible that there will be minor changes to the
Agreements so that they are ready for signing (for example clerical errors, date
changes and other small changes), Article 25.14 of the PDA allows Chief and
Council to agree in writing to have such changes made as long as:

• there would be no material change to any fundamental feature unless
  made in accordance with an Arbitrator’s decision; or
• in the opinion of Chief and Council the change would not materially and
  substantially change the arrangements for the development or operation
  of the Wuskwatim Project as set out in the PDA.

General Provisions: Article XXVI

Article 26 sets out customary general terms in an agreement, including:

• how notices for the purpose of the PDA are to be given,
• the promise by the parties to do such further things and sign such further
documents as may be required to give effect to the PDA and the
transactions contemplated in the PDA,
• provision that the PDA is not assignable without the consent of the other
parties, and
• the promise of the parties to consult with each other in respect of any
public announcement to be made in respect of the PDA or the
transactions contemplated in the PDA.
In addition:

• NCN promises to keep all confidential information in the strictest of confidence and to not disclose this information other than as expressly authorized by Hydro,

• there is an acknowledgement that nothing in the PDA is intended to alter aboriginal or treaty rights of NCN or other aboriginal people, other than in respect of the development of the Wuskwatim Project and the transactions contemplated by the PDA, and

• there is a requirement that each party obtain a certificate of independent legal advice in the form attached to the PDA.
2. LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
(Schedule 1-1 to the PDA)

The parties to the Limited Partnership Agreement are:
- Hydro
- TPC, and
- General Partner

Background
The Wuskwatim Partnership between Hydro and 5022649 Manitoba Ltd. (which is a corporation controlled by Hydro) was established on December 9, 2004 as it was anticipated that the licences for the Wuskwatim Projects might be issued shortly after the CEC Hearings. NCN and Hydro thought at the time that the Wuskwatim Partnership should be established so that any licences could be issued to the Wuskwatim Partnership. The Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement would then be amended and restated upon ratification of the PDA by NCN Members. To date, none of the licences have been issued.

The document summarized here is the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement to be entered into as part of the PDA transactions, and not the agreement dated December 9, 2004 between Hydro and the General Partner, which will be superseded and replaced by the Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement.

Purpose of Agreement
The purpose of the Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement is to provide for the terms, conditions and agreements of the parties in respect of the formation, organization, management and governance of the Wuskwatim Power Limited Partnership (the “Wuskwatim Partnership”) and to set out the respective rights, entitlements and obligations attaching to the units and interests in the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Summary of Key Provisions
Powers and Responsibilities
The General Partner is to be the sole general partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership and is given the authority and power to carry on and manage the business and affairs of the Wuskwatim Partnership and, subject to the Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement, to make all decisions and enter into all agreements in respect of the Wuskwatim Partnership. Notwithstanding the General Partner’s authority to manage, there are certain things specified in the Partnership Agreement that the General Partner is expressly prohibited from doing and certain things that require the prior approval of limited partners. The General Partner has unlimited liability for the debts and liabilities of the Wuskwatim Partnership. NCN has certain rights to obtain representation on the board of directors of the General Partner; these rights are under the PDA.

No partner, other than the General Partner, shall be entitled to take part in the management of the Wuskwatim Partnership or its business nor, among other things, to sign any agreement or take any action, or hold itself out as having the power to do so, which would bind the Wuskwatim Partnership.
Regardless of anything else in the Agreement, Hydro is authorized to perform all acts and things necessary or desirable under agreements between Hydro and the Wuskwatim Partnership, including under the agreements defined as the Hydro Service Agreements.

**Term**

The term of the Agreement is indefinite (meaning it has no fixed expiry date). The Wuskwatim Partnership will continue until it is dissolved or the Agreement is otherwise terminated in accordance with its terms.

**Fiscal Year**

The fiscal year of the Wuskwatim Partnership is April 1 to March 31 of each year.

**Fiduciary Duty, Conflict of Interests and Priority of Integrated Power System Requirements**

The General Partner is under a duty under the Partnership Agreement and at law to act in the best interests of the Wuskwatim Partnership and also to use its best efforts to ensure the preservation of the limited liability of the limited partners.

However, there is an express acknowledgement in the Partnership Agreement of an inherent conflict of interest in the Wuskwatim Partnership entering into the Hydro Service Agreements. Also, there is an express acknowledgement that in performing its functions under the Operations and Maintenance Agreement and the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement, Hydro is entitled to act as it considers, in its sole discretion (acting in good faith), to be in the best interests of the Integrated Power System (Manitoba’s whole electric power system), without liability to the Wuskwatim Partnership or any partner for so doing (even if Hydro’s action or omission in the interests of the Integrated Power System would constitute a breach of any other agreement between the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro).

Notwithstanding anything else in the Partnership Agreement, or any provision or principle of law to the contrary, Hydro shall at all times act in the best interest of the Integrated Power System and shall not be liable for having so acted.

Shareholders and affiliates of the General Partner may engage in businesses, which may be similar to or competitive with that of the Wuskwatim Partnership without having to first offer such business to the Wuskwatim Partnership.

The General Partner may, on behalf of the Wuskwatim Partnership, engage or retain its shareholders or affiliates to provide goods or services to the Wuskwatim Partnership, and the General Partner may engage other persons interested in, owned by, or associated with the General Partner to perform management or administrative services in furtherance of the Wuskwatim Partnership’s business. This is all subject to the proviso that, for so long as TPC owns units in the Wuskwatim Partnership, NCN’s approval under section 2.19 of the PDA is required for an affiliate of Hydro to enter into a service agreement with the Wuskwatim Partnership (other than as contemplated by the PDA, including the pre-approved Hydro Service Agreements).

The General Partner is obligated to use all reasonable efforts to include a clause in any agreement entered into on behalf of the Wuskwatim Partnership (other than the PDA, the Interconnection and Operating Agreement and the NCN
Adverse Effects Agreement), which makes it clear that the Wuskwatim Partnership is a limited partnership.

Subject to the Partnership Act, the limited partners (TPC and Hydro) are not liable for the debts and obligations of the Wuskwatim Partnership except to the extent of their respective capital contributions and shares of undistributed income.

**Power of Attorney**

Each limited partner irrevocably, or permanently, appoints the General Partner to sign, deliver and as required, file with the appropriate authorities, the Agreement, any amendment to it, all declarations, agreements and other instruments desirable in connection with the business of the Wuskwatim Partnership, including in respect of taxes, or required to keep the Wuskwatim Partnership in good standing or, as required, to dissolve the Wuskwatim Partnership, all in the place of the limited partner.

**Withdrawal or Removal of General Partner**

- The General Partner cannot voluntarily withdraw as general partner unless such withdrawal is approved by unanimous consent of the limited partners, and then only on 30 days prior notice. Limited partners may remove the General Partner by unanimous consent.

- The General Partner is deemed to have resigned upon its bankruptcy, dissolution, liquidation or winding-up, or the appointment of receiver or trustee over all or substantially all of the General Partner’s assets.

- A new general partner shall be appointed upon the resignation or removal of the General Partner, and the business of the Wuskwatim Partnership shall continue without dissolution upon such appointment.

**Limitations of Liability and Indemnities**

- The General Partner is not liable to limited partners except for actual fraud, gross negligence or willful misconduct, provided the General Partner acted in good faith. Where the General Partner is liable (i.e. for fraud, gross negligence etc.), it is responsible for indemnifying the Wuskwatim Partnership and the limited partners for all costs, etc.

- The Wuskwatim Partnership will indemnify the General Partner (including officers, directors, shareholders etc) for costs, etc. incurred in connection with the Wuskwatim Partnership’s business, where the General Partner is excluded from liability as set out in the provisions described in the immediately preceding paragraph.

- Subject to certain stated exceptions in the Wuskwatim Partnership Agreement and in the legislation governing limited partnerships in Manitoba, a limited partner’s liability is limited to its capital contribution, or the amount of money it actually invested, plus the limited partner’s share of undistributed Wuskwatim Partnership’s income, or profit already earned, but not paid out yet. The primary way in which a limited partner can lose its limited liability is if it participates in the management of the business and a third party is not aware that it is a limited partner.
Units and Transfers

- Units in a limited partnership are the equivalent of shares in a corporation. The number of units owned by a limited partner in a partnership as compared to the total number of issued units determines that limited partner’s ownership percentage in the partnership.

- There is one class of units created for the Wuskwatim Partnership. Each of such units has equal rights to vote and to distributions. Each unit carries one vote. There are no exchange, redemption or retraction rights attached to the units. Additional classes of units must be determined by the General Partner, with the unanimous consent of limited partners.

- The subscription price per unit is $1,000. Subscriptions for units must be made in compliance with the Agreement and the PDA. Hydro, TPC and the General Partner agree in the PDA to subscribe for a certain number of units on the initial closing date.

- The General Partner, or such other person appointed by it, is to act as registrar and transfer agent of the Wuskwatim Partnership and to maintain the books, records and registers of the Wuskwatim Partnership.

- Partners cannot transfer units without the unanimous consent of all limited partners, which consent can be unreasonably withheld, except in the case of transfers between Hydro or TPC, from the General Partner to another wholly owned subsidiary of Hydro, or from TPC to another wholly owned subsidiary of NCN.

- Except under the provisions of the NCN Financing Agreement, the TPC Financing Agreement and the Revenue Advance Consolidation Agreement, limited partners cannot pledge, encumber or assign units without the unanimous consent of all limited partners, and which consent can be unreasonably withheld.

- A limited partner cannot transfer any units to any person which:
  - *Is a non-resident of Canada,*
  - *Is a non-Canadian,*
  - *Is not legally competent to execute the Agreement,* or
  - *Is not a corporation incorporated and in good standing under the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation.*

- The General Partner may transfer all, but not less than all, of its general partner interest to a successor general partner appointed as set out in the Agreement, provided such assignee agrees to assume the rights and duties of the General Partner and to be bound by the Agreement.

Insolvency or Bankruptcy of limited partner

- In the event of the incapacity, death, insolvency or bankruptcy of a limited partner, the remaining limited partners have the right to purchase the units of the affected limited partner for fair market value (subject to discount for the sale of a minority interest and the limited market for the sale of the units).
Contributions

- The General Partner is entitled, at any time in its sole discretion, to call upon the partners to make additional pro-rata cash contributions by way of capital investment in the Wuskwatim Partnership, based on their respective number of units (the General Partner will make these cash call decisions based on the capital requirements of the Partnership and having regard for the target debt ratio of the Partnership).

- Additional units are issued to the partners (at $1,000/unit) based on their cash contributions pursuant to a cash call. If a partner does not make its cash contribution, or makes only part of it, that partner’s ownership percentage will be diluted down because it will not receive as many units relative to its original percentage ownership as the other partners.

(To use a fictional example, if TPC has 1,000 units (33%) and Hydro has 2,030 units (66.99%), and there is cash call for another million dollars, two things can happen. If TPC puts in $330,000, and Hydro puts in $669,900, they will both get that number of additional units, which maintains their relative ownership percentage the same; i.e., TPC will get 330 more units at $1,000 per unit and Hydro will get 669.9 more units at $1,000 per unit, leaving their relative ownership percentages the same at 33% and 66.99% respectively. But, if TPC puts in nothing and Hydro puts in its full share, Hydro would get more units; i.e., Hydro would get an additional 666.9 units (for $669,900) to bring its total units to 2,699.9 in the example but TPC would remain at 1,000 units. This would result in the relative ownership percentage changing to 72.97% for Hydro (from 66.99%) and 27.03% for TPC (from 33%). A middle ground scenario also exists where TPS puts in part of the cash call required of it, but not all of it. TPC would be diluted down in terms of its ownership percentage only to the extent of that part of the cash call that it has not made as required of it. These scenarios also assume that Hydro makes the full amount of any cash call required of it).

- No interest is payable to a partner on the money invested by the partner in the Wuskwatim Partnership.

- The Wuskwatim Partnership is to at all times maintain a debt ratio (being the sum of debt to debt plus equity) of 75%, although in the first 10 years, the debt ratio may increase to 85%.

- The General Partner can establish reserves for the Wuskwatim Partnership (to fund such things as, for example, de-commissioning) subject to the right to review provided to NCN under the PDA. Funds set aside as reserves are not to be used for current distributions, or profit payments, and do not count as equity in the determination of the debt ratio.

Distributions (Profit Payments)

- The Wuskwatim Partnership is to reimburse the General Partner for all of the General Partner’s expenses.

- Income and losses, including tax income and tax losses, are to be calculated in accordance with standard accounting principles and allocated pro-rata, based on the number of units owned by each partner, as determined by the General Partner from time-to-time. If amounts are
outstanding from previous years, they shall be paid in priority to amounts currently due, subject always to the PDA.

- Within 120 days of the end of each fiscal year, the General Partner is to report to the partners on the amount of EBITDA (earnings before certain deductions) and distributable cash, together with its supporting calculations, and will subject to certain exceptions (including no distributions of distributable cash at any time prior to the final closing date without the unanimous consent of the Partners), distribute the distributable cash to the partners. The General Partner can, at its discretion, distribute cash more frequently than once annually. There shall be no distributions of distributable cash to partners if the debt ratio exceeds the permitted target debt ratio.

- Limited partners are not entitled to a return of capital, in full or in part, except as determined by the General Partner.

- TPC has certain options which allow it to sell its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro. The details of these options are set out in the TPC Financing Agreement and, to a lesser extent, in the PDA.

**Amendments**

- The General Partner may, as set out in the powers of attorney described above, without the consent or approval of any limited partner, amend the Agreement and do such things in connection with certain types of changes that are necessary or required by the Agreement, or are inconsequential in nature, and do not adversely affect the limited partners in any material respect.

- Either the General Partner or any limited partner can propose other amendments to the Agreement. A proposed amendment shall be effective only if approved by ordinary resolution of the partners, unless the law or Agreement requires that the amendment be approved by a higher percentage vote than ordinary resolution (for example, certain matters require approval by special resolution, which means all of the partners must vote in favour of it, including amendments to Article 6).

**Meetings, Voting and Conduct of Business**

- The Partnership Agreement contains provisions entitling limited partners to disclosure of certain financial and other information by the General Partner.

- General Partner or any limited partner may call a meeting of the Wuskwatim Partnership.

- General Partner to nominate the chairperson of the meeting. For annual meetings, the position of chairperson shall rotate between a nominee of TPC and a nominee of Hydro.

- A Quorum is all partners. If all partners are not present, the meeting is adjourned for 10 to 21 days later. At the adjourned meeting date, the quorum is one limited partner holding not less than 50 percent of the outstanding units (in person or by proxy), except that all partners must be present or represented at a meeting at which a Special Resolution will be proposed for consideration and vote of the Partners.

- Partners can attend meetings by telephone conference.
• Each unit carries one vote. If the vote is by way of show of hands, a holder of fractional unit is entitled to one vote by show of hands but, if a ballot is demanded, shall only have a fractional vote.

• The Agreement sets out in Article 9.11 a list of matters which require the unanimous consent of all of the partners prior to being carried out. Otherwise, matters requiring approval by the partners may be approved by ordinary resolution of the partners.

• The General Partner is to keep minutes of all meetings.

Dissolution and Liquidation

• Article 10.01 of the Agreement sets out the circumstances in which the Wuskwatim Partnership shall be dissolved.

• Any sale, liquidation or other disposition of the Wuskwatim Partnership assets shall only be to Hydro. On dissolution, assets are sold to Hydro at fair market value, subject to certain adjustments, as determined by a qualified third party.

• Proceeds from the sale of assets shall be distributed in the following order:
  - To pay the expenses and creditors of the Wuskwatim Partnership,
  - Provide for necessary reserves in respect of contingent liabilities, and
  - To the partners pro-rata to their relative capital accounts.

Dispute Resolution

• Disputes or claims arising under the Agreement are to be determined only in accordance with the dispute resolution process set out in Article 21 of the PDA (other than disputes as to the level of reserves set by the General Partner, which are to be reviewed under the process set out in Article 20 of the PDA).
3. MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT  
(Schedule 1-2 to the PDA)

The Parties to the Management Agreement are:
• Wuskwatim Partnership, and
• Hydro

Background
Throughout the joint planning process, it was understood that Hydro would be contracted to manage the day-to-day business of running the Wuskwatim Partnership. This Agreement is one of a series of Agreements that sets out Hydro’s role.

Purpose of Agreement
The purpose of this Agreement is to establish the terms and conditions under which Hydro will be contracted by the Wuskwatim Partnership to manage the business of the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Summary of Key Provisions
The services and functions to be provided by Hydro under the Management Agreement are:
• supplying all office, secretarial, telephone answering, bookkeeping and clerical services required for the efficient carrying on of the business,
• ordering and supplying all office supplies necessary for the carrying on of the business,
• paying all expenses incurred by the Wuskwatim Partnership in the business,
• conducting the banking of the Wuskwatim Partnership with respect to the business, and furnishing the Wuskwatim Partnership with monthly reports of the state of the accounts,
• preparing and maintaining proper accounting records of the Wuskwatim Partnership’s expenses and revenues, and furnishing the Wuskwatim Partnership with periodic reports,
• reporting periodically to the Wuskwatim Partnership on the operation of the business, and making recommendations in connection with it,
• obtaining and maintaining all licences and approvals as are required for the Wuskwatim Project, and complying with the terms and conditions of all licences and approvals,
• undertaking such follow-up and monitoring activities as may be necessary or desirable to verify predictions, resolve uncertainties, track changes to the physical environment as a result of the project and generally monitor the performance of the Wuskwatim Project, and
• employing, supervising, and paying all personnel required to provide these services.
Management Fees and Expenses
According to the Agreement, the Wuskwatim Partnership will pay Hydro for all direct and indirect costs and expenses incurred by Hydro in providing the management services to the Wuskwatim Partnership. Hydro will charge its costs and expenses to the Wuskwatim Partnership at cost. Hydro would invoice the Wuskwatim Partnership monthly for the fees, together with a detailed breakdown of the fees. Payment of each invoice would be made within 5 business days.

At least annually, the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro will prepare a budget for the management services covered under this Agreement.

Term of the Agreement
The term is the same as in the other agreements, i.e. initially for a 25-year term, with automatic extensions for further 25-year terms, unless one of the parties provides at least one year’s notice that it does not want the term to be renewed. After the first 25-year term, Hydro could terminate the Management Agreement with 2 years’ written notice to the Wuskwatim Partnership. However, if an arbitrator makes a determination that Hydro failed to perform or observe any provision in the agreement and an arbitrator decides it has not been resolved, the Wuskwatim Partnership can terminate the Management Agreement.

Dispute Resolution
The process would be the same as that under the PDA and other related Agreements: binding arbitration following a good faith attempt by the parties to settle a dispute or claim that arises under the Management Agreement.
4. PROJECT FINANCING AGREEMENT  
(Schedule 1-3 to the PDA)

The parties to the Project Financing Agreement are:
- Wuskwatim Partnership, as the borrower, and
- Hydro, as the lender

Background
In simple terms, the Project Financing Agreement deals with how and under what terms and conditions Hydro will lend money to the Wuskwatim Partnership to fund (together with the capital contributions of the limited partners), the construction and operation of the Wuskwatim Project, and how the Wuskwatim Partnership will repay those loans.

The various agreements between Hydro, TPC and NCN contemplate that, immediately prior to initial closing, the PDA will be signed and construction will start shortly afterwards. As construction proceeds and costs are incurred, the Wuskwatim Partnership (or Hydro, as the manager of the project on its behalf) will pay the bills and keep a running total. Hydro and NCN have agreed that the Wuskwatim Partnership will borrow funds to finance the Wuskwatim Project from Hydro up to a level that is 75% of the total debt and equity financing of the project (with that debt ratio being permitted to be increased to up to 85% in the first ten years). The balance of any capital required by the Wuskwatim Partnership must come from the two limited partners.

By way of example, if the Wuskwatim Project costs a total of $1 billion, 75 percent, or $750 million, of this will be borrowed by the Wuskwatim Partnership from Hydro. The remaining $250 million is the equity of the limited partners. Hydro will own 66.99 percent of the Wuskwatim Partnership and must put in 66.99 percent of the equity, or $167.475 million. NCN, through TPC, will own 33 percent of the Wuskwatim Partnership and must put in up to 33 percent or $82.5 million of the equity. TPC will pay the General Partner $1 million in cash on initial closing, and will eventually borrow a portion of the rest from Hydro. (See summary of TPC Financing Agreement). The amount borrowed by the Wuskwatim Partnership from Hydro is the amount secured by the Project Financing Agreement. The Project Financing Agreement does not deal with loans made to TPC or NCN, which are covered by the TPC Financing Agreement and the NCN Financing Agreement respectively. The General Partner will contribute the remainder so that under this scenario the partners would fund $250 million.
Purpose of Agreement

Generally, the purpose of the Project Financing Agreement is to set out the terms and conditions under which Hydro will make the loans available to the Wuskwatim Partnership. It provides for various rates of interest to be charged over the 50-year term of the agreement, as well as the provisions for payment of interest and repayment of principal. It also sets out the pre-conditions that must be met before any loans will be made by Hydro under the Agreement, the representations and warranties of the lender and the borrower, and the covenants (both positive and negative) that the Wuskwatim Partnership, as borrower, must observe in order to remain in good standing under the loans and the Agreement, and sets out Hydro’s rights and remedies as a lender in the event of default by the borrower. It also provides for dispute resolution provisions to resolve disputes between Hydro and the Wuskwatim Partnership concerning these loans.

Generally, Hydro will make advances to the Wuskwatim Partnership during the construction period, either in US or Canadian dollars, as requested by the Wuskwatim Partnership. The reason for both currencies is that the Wuskwatim Partnership will, through the Power Purchase Agreement, be able to be paid in US dollars for a portion of the energy generated by the Wuskwatim Project and delivered to Hydro, and if some of the debt under this loan agreement is in US dollars, it should be able to hedge against fluctuations in currency exchange rates.

It is important to note that under the Project Financing Agreement, the Wuskwatim Partnership is obligated to grant a security interest in all of the present and after-acquired property of the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro, including in the Wuskwatim Lands, which Hydro can (among its other rights and remedies) foreclose on in the event of default by the partnership of its obligations under the Project Financing Agreement.

The Agreement provides for three types of Loans

1. Non-Revolving (in simple terms, a loan that cannot be re-borrowed once re-paid the first time)
   - To be used to fund the Wuskwatim Partnership’s capital requirements, in such manner as it deems necessary or desirable. Advances will be in aggregate amounts of not less than $1 million and in multiples of $1/2 million. “Non-revolving” means that if an amount borrowed is repaid, it is not available to be re-borrowed.
   - Advances can be in US or Canadian dollar amounts (subject to Hydro’s right not to permit US dollar advances or borrowings in certain circumstances).
   - Interest on non-revolving loans will be charged at the Canadian dollar floating rate (for Canadian advances), and at the US dollar floating rate including the guarantee fee (for US advances), until the outstanding advances total $200 million. These floating rates are explained below. When these advances total $200 million, interest for the Canadian dollar component will be set at the Canadian 30-year rate (a fixed interest rate), and interest for the US dollar component will be set at the US 30-year rate (a fixed interest rate), calculated on the date the advances total $200
million. Once the interest rate is set for this advance, then the process starts over again for the next advances. Any outstanding advances which still bear interest at the applicable floating rate on the first anniversary of the Final Closing will bear interest thereafter at the applicable 30-year rate. At the twenty-fifth anniversary date, a new interest rate will be determined based on the interest rate at which an arm’s length lender would lend funds to the Wuskwatim Partnership.

- Interest determined at a floating rate is paid monthly. Interest determined at a fixed rate is paid semi-annually. Compounding period depends on whether the interest is determined at a floating rate or fixed rate.
- Subject to specific circumstances where mandatory prepayments are necessary, these loans cannot be prepaid (i.e., paid before the maturity date), unless there is default and Hydro demands immediate payment.
- The total loan outstanding must be repaid on the maturity date (50 years from the Final Closing).

2. Revolving (in simple terms, like a line of credit)

- To be used to fund the Partnership’s capital requirements including monthly payments required to be made by the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro as set out in the provisions of the Interconnection and Operating Agreement for the actual costs incurred by Hydro for operating and maintaining the transmission owner interconnection facilities and interconnection system upgrades. Subject to credit limits, when a repayment is made on a “revolving loan”, the money can be re-borrowed from that credit facility at a later date.
- Advances, and repayments, must be in multiples of $250,000.
- Advances can be in US or Canadian dollar amounts (subject to Hydro’s right not to permit US dollar advances or borrowings in certain circumstances).
- Interest will be charged at Canadian floating rate for Canadian dollar advances and the US floating rate for US dollar advances, which are based on short-term borrowing rates paid by Hydro on Canadian dollar and US dollar loans (less than one year in duration) during the applicable month. This includes the guarantee fee paid by Hydro to Manitoba (presently 1.0%) from time-to-time.
- Interest determined at a floating rate is paid and compounded monthly.
- Optional prepayments of the revolving loans will be allowed and must be in multiples of $250,000. Prepayments do not reduce the amount of the revolving loan commitment (i.e., amounts re-paid can be re-borrowed).
- Repayment is due on maturity (50 years from Final Closing).

3. Interconnection Loans

- To be used to fund the costs that the Wuskwatim Partnership is obligated to pay to Hydro pursuant to the Interconnection and Operating Agreement, for the construction and installation by Hydro of the transmission owner interconnection facilities and interconnection system upgrades and in funding the amounts that the Wuskwatim Partnership is
obligated to pay to Hydro as set out in Article 3.2(11) of the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement.

- There is no minimum amount for any advance requested under this credit facility.

- Interest on the Interconnection and Operating Agreement loans shall be charged at the Canadian dollar floating rate until the amount advanced reaches $40 million, when the interest rate on those advances is changed to the Canadian 30-year rate (a fixed interest rate), determined on the date the advances total $40 million. Once the interest rate is set for these advances, then the process starts over again for the next advances. On Final Closing, the interest rate is converted to a fixed project rate (in essence an average of the various rates charged during the construction period). At the twenty-fifth anniversary date, a new interest rate will be determined based on the interest rate at which an arm’s length lender would lend funds to the Wuskwatim Partnership.

- The Wuskwatim Partnership must, commencing on final closing date (first generator in service), make semi-annual payments (of blended principal and interest) based on an amortization rate of 50 years. Any loan amount outstanding under this credit facility at maturity date must be repaid on the maturity date.

- Subject to specific circumstances where mandatory prepayments are necessary, these loans cannot be prepaid (i.e., paid before the maturity date), unless there is default and Hydro demands immediate payment.

**Dispute Resolution**

Dispute resolution is dealt with in Article 11. It provides that all disputes between the parties shall be resolved by referring the matter to an arbitrator.
5. **CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT**  
*(Schedule 1-4 to the PDA)*

**The Parties to the Construction Agreement are:**
*• Wuskwatim Partnership, represented by its General Partner, and  
• Hydro, the project manager.*

**Background**
Throughout the joint planning process, it was understood that Hydro would be hired by the Wuskwatim Partnership to plan, engineer, design and manage all aspects of the construction and commissioning of the Wuskwatim Project. It is recognized that Hydro has the human resources, established systems, appropriate skills, experience and the financial capacity required for this job. This Agreement is one of a series of Agreements that sets out Hydro’s role, in this case in relation to the actual construction of the Wuskwatim Project for the Wuskwatim Partnership.

**Purpose of Agreement**
The purpose of this Agreement is to establish the terms and conditions under which Hydro, as project manager, will build and commission the project. It sets out what Hydro has to do as project manager and what the Wuskwatim Partnership is obligated to do as owner.

**Summary of Key Provisions**

**Scope of Work**
Covers planning, engineering, designing the Wuskwatim Project, the call for tenders and awarding of contracts for construction, the commissioning of the three turbine/generators, and the procurement, awarding and administration of the direct contracts with NCN entities. It does not include construction of transmission lines and stations, other than the construction power and communications facilities.

**Construction Start**
Construction will not begin until the PDA has been ratified and signed, and all closing conditions have been met, which includes obtaining all regulatory approvals, permits and licences to start construction, and if there are no court orders or injunctions preventing development of the Wuskwatim Project.

**Construction Schedule**
The project manager will develop detailed schedules for construction of successive parts and phases of the Wuskwatim Project with construction contractors, manufacturers and suppliers, when each is retained by the project manager to build specific aspects of the Wuskwatim Project. The Parties’ common objective would be to complete the construction project in about six years. The project manager will hand over to the owner control and responsibility for each of the three generating units once each has been commissioned and will finish by cleaning up the construction site.
Project Manager (Hydro) Responsibilities

- Solely responsible for continuing the planning, designing, engineering, and procurement required to complete the scope of work in accordance with the fundamental features, as defined in the PDA.
- Responsible for obtaining licences, permits, orders, authorizations, and approvals required to complete the scope of work.
- Procure, award, and administer certain construction-related contracts (for example, camp catering, access road construction, and others) to NCN-controlled businesses in accordance with the project manager’s Northern Procurement Policies.
- Supply construction power, in its role as Hydro, at regular applicable Manitoba non-residential electricity rates.
- Manage all aspects of the scope of work.
- Establish and participate on Advisory Committee on Employment whose terms of reference are attached as Schedule D to this Agreement (proposed membership includes NCN, Hydro, MAET, HPMA, AHC) inform the owner about actual and budgeted Wuskwatim Project costs, and of any changes and their cost implications.
- Prepare and submit itemized monthly invoices to the owner for work, services, project manager’s overhead and materials supplied.
- Prepare written progress reports for the owner and the Construction Advisory Committee.
- Access the site in accordance with the Road Access Management Plan.
- Commission, that is do the testing of, have revisions made to, and to start up each of the three turbines.
- Record and account to the owner for all power produced in commissioning phase, and provide a credit to the owner for such power on the monthly invoices.
- Assign all product, equipment and material warranties for the completed Wuskwatim Project to the owner upon completion of construction.
- Participate as a member of the Construction Advisory Committee of the Wuskwatim Partnership and report on the progress of construction.

Owner (Wuskwatim Power Limited Partnership) Responsibilities

- Pay the project manager’s invoices promptly within an agreed-upon interval following receipt.
- Cooperate with project manager in order to facilitate timely construction.
- Responsible for obtaining closing licences as defined in the PDA:
  - Interim MB WPA licence,
  - MB Environment Act Licence,
  - Completion of environmental assessment process required under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (Canada),
  - Approval under the Navigable Waters Protection Act (Canada),
  - Authorization issued under the Fisheries Act (Canada).
• Facilitate the effective functioning of the Construction Advisory Committee.
• Take possession and operational control of the Wuskwatim Generating Station upon completion.

Force Majeure
Usual provisions about neither party being responsible for delay beyond that party’s reasonable control, and obligation of each to try to overcome problems and keep the other fully informed. The owner would reimburse project manager’s actual costs that result from the Force Majeure.

Suspension or Termination of Construction for any Reason
The owner is obliged to pay the project manager for all actual and reasonable costs incurred up to suspension or termination, and for all project costs reasonably incurred by the project manager as a necessary result of it.
6. **POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT (PPA)**
(Schedule 1-5 of the PDA)

*The Parties to the Power Purchase Agreement are:*
- The Wuskwatim Partnership
- Manitoba Hydro

**Background**
In simple terms, the Power Purchase Agreement deals with how the Wuskwatim Partnership will sell all the power generated by the Wuskwatim Project to Hydro, and how much Hydro will pay for this power.

In general terms, this Agreement sets the rules for the purchase and sale of all energy and capacity produced from the Wuskwatim Project by the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro. The Wuskwatim Partnership has to sell exclusively to Hydro and Hydro has to buy all of the power generated.

The term of the Power Purchase Agreement is 25 years starting on Final Closing. The term will be automatically extended for further 25 year periods conditional on:
- Hydro continuing to operate, maintain and dispatch the Wuskwatim Generating Station in accordance with the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement and the Operations and Maintenance Agreement, or
- If another entity is operating, maintaining and dispatching the Generating Station, with Hydro’s approval, then it will be required that there be such amendments to this agreement as are reasonably required by Hydro due to the fact it would no longer be operating, maintaining and dispatching the Wuskwatim Generating Station.

If the Agreement is not extended, it terminates. This Agreement will also terminate automatically in a number of circumstances (Article 9) which essentially result from one of the parties to this agreement not complying with its obligations under this agreement, and the other party proceeding to exercise its right to terminate the agreement.

If the Power Purchase Agreement terminates, the Wuskwatim Partnership can sell power to anyone it wishes. But realistically, the power would have to be delivered over the Hydro transmission system unless the power was sold at the site of the Wuskwatim Project and the Wuskwatim Partnership would have to make application for delivery of the power over the Hydro transmission system.

**Purpose of Agreement**
This agreement explains how Hydro will buy the power generated at Wuskwatim, and the process of determining how much Hydro will pay for it.

**Summary of Key Provisions**

**Purchase and Sale of Power**
In the current energy market, electricity is worth more when it is most in demand. At present, Monday to Friday, 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. is when electricity is worth
most. This is the on-peak period. The rest of the time (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) is the off-peak period.

Electricity is generally worth more money if the seller can guarantee to deliver a pre-determined amount at a future time. Usually, the further in the future the delivery of power is to occur, the more it is worth. For the purposes of this agreement, long-term transactions are transactions where Hydro enters into a written agreement to begin selling or buying power in markets outside Manitoba and which sales or purchases occur more than one year from the date the agreement is entered into. All other sales of power are referred to in this agreement as opportunity transactions. Buyers generally pay more for long-term transactions than for opportunity transactions.

The Wuskwatim Partnership will be compensated by Hydro for the actual energy received by Hydro as follows.

- Energy delivered during on-peak hours will be paid for at the Long Term Transaction Rate, which is the average weighted price charged or paid by Hydro for long-term transactions occurring during that same time period.
- Energy delivered during off-peak hours will be paid for at the Opportunity Transaction Rate, which is the average weighted price charged or paid by Hydro for all opportunity transactions occurring during that same period.
- Commissioning energy is energy used to test the equipment etc. when it first becomes operational; Hydro will compensate the Wuskwatim Partnership for such energy at the off-peak opportunity rate which is the average weighted price charged or paid by Hydro for the opportunity transactions for energy delivered by Hydro in the off-peak period during the same period of time.
- Where, in any year, there are, for long term transactions, less than 800 GWh energy bought or sold by Hydro pursuant to those transactions (insufficient transactions), either NCN or Hydro may apply for an energy rate review under the PDA and if neither does, the rate paid for the on-peak power will be the on-peak opportunity rate which is the average weighted price charged or paid by Hydro pursuant to the opportunity transactions for energy delivered in the on-peak period during that same period of time.
- “Where, in any year, there are for the opportunity transactions less than 1,500 GWh of energy bought or sold by Hydro pursuant to those transactions (insufficient transactions), a rate review under the PDA will beheld to determine the rate paid for the off-peak power[[m1][m2]]”.

There is a 3 percent fee to Hydro on all sales to compensate Hydro for assuming certain marketing risks, not requiring a minimum supply of on-peak energy, use of Hydro's line capacity and assuming certain transmission risks.

If Hydro can't take delivery of energy primarily due to insufficient capacity of the Hydro transmission system or the disruption to, or failure of, the Hydro transmission system and, as a direct consequence thereof, water is spilled at the Wuskwatim Project spillway, Hydro will compensate the Wuskwatim Partnership for the value of the energy lost based on the water spilled (Article 2.5).

The energy received by Hydro will be reduced by the amount of the line losses experienced by Hydro on its high voltage transmission system.
**Dispute Resolution**

There are two components to dispute resolution. Under the PDA, NCN, even though it is not a party to the Power Purchase Agreement, has a right to arbitration of the energy rate payable by Hydro to the Wuskwatim Partnership in certain circumstances (Energy Rate Review). NCN can also arbitrate certain determinations, allocations and adjustments made by Hydro in determining rates for long term transactions and opportunity transactions (transaction rate review). This is desirable since the General Partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership, which is controlled by Hydro via its ownership and control of the General Partner, would not necessarily apply for arbitration when NCN wants it to. Under the Power Purchase Agreement, the Wuskwatim Partnership also has the option of applying for arbitration to resolve a much wider number of issues. Under the PDA, arbitration is limited to energy rate issues, or how much Hydro pays the Wuskwatim Partnership for power. Under the Power Purchase Agreement, (s. 10.1) arbitration extends to the "application, interpretation, meaning, alleged violation, performance or non-performance of this Agreement".

**Energy Rate Review and Transaction Rate Review**

The energy market is in a state of rapid change and it is not clear that in future, power will continue to be priced according to the mechanism developed for this agreement. Therefore, the PDA (Article 17) contains provisions for review of the manner in which the value of power is set based on the principles and criteria referenced in this agreement. The review will be triggered automatically in some cases and is mandatory at the option of either party in other circumstances. The energy rate review and the transaction rate review were put into the PDA because the only parties to the Power Purchase Agreement are the Wuskwatim Partnership (as seller) and Hydro (as buyer). NCN is not a party to the Power Purchase Agreement and would therefore never have a right to call for, or participate in, an energy rate review or a transaction rate review.

Either party can request an energy review when there are insufficient transactions, and once every five years during the term of this agreement and on any extension of the term, provided there has not been a review within the immediately preceding two years. There is also a separate review process to deal with environmental credits.

Under the PDA, an independent expert is appointed, who will make non-binding recommendations for the parties to consider. If the recommendations are not agreed to, either party can request that the same expert mediate to try to achieve an agreement between the parties in order to resolve the matter. If the parties cannot agree after mediation, a second expert will be appointed to make a binding decision.

The authority of the expert is strictly limited to the pricing principles and he/she will not have authority to “amend or vary the terms of other fees or charges set out in the Power Purchase Agreement including, without limitation, the calculation of line losses or fees for compensation for risk” (PDA Article 17.11). In the event that the method by which electricity is valued changes, the expert will have to create a new method for valuing the energy delivered to Hydro. In that case, the following pricing principle will govern the Energy Rate Review.

- The rate Hydro is to pay for the capacity of and the energy generated by the Wuskwatim Project will be based on the value of the energy and
capacity to Hydro at the Manitoba border for electricity that can be exported to markets available to Hydro outside of Manitoba.

In the application of the pricing principle, the following pricing criteria shall be applied:

- The rate will recognize:
  - The effects of the applicable constraints and regulations that may limit access to the electricity markets outside of Manitoba, and
  - Any other risks or actual costs to Hydro, (to the extent Hydro has not been compensated for these risks or costs as set out in other provisions of this Agreement) associated with or applicable to the purchase of the energy and capacity from the Wuskwatim Partnership and resale in the electricity markets outside of Manitoba (to the extent hydro has not been compensated for these risks or costs pursuant to other provisions of this agreement).

- In determining the value of the energy and capacity that the Wuskwatim Project the rate will recognize that the Wuskwatim Project is operated by Hydro as part of the Integrated Power System and, although Hydro accepts the energy from the Wuskwatim Project as it is produced on an hourly basis, Hydro through its operation of the Integrated Power System, is able to allocate portions of the energy into other time periods.

- If Hydro is exporting or importing energy to or from electricity markets outside of Manitoba in reasonable quantities (the determination of which is not restricted by the quantum referenced for Insufficient Transactions), the price that Hydro obtained at the Manitoba border for the export or import of the energy that physically crossed the Manitoba border pursuant to the export or import transactions, net of all charges or credits associated with or applicable to those transactions, including actual costs and expenses that Hydro has incurred which were reasonably necessary to provide access to the export markets or to facilitate Hydro entering into export transactions, (but not including Hydro’s administrative and general overhead costs and expenses or any costs or expenses that Hydro has been reimbursed for, pursuant to other provisions of this agreement) will be used when determining the value of the energy and capacity of the Wuskwatim Project to Hydro.

- If Hydro is not exporting or importing energy and capacity in reasonable quantities (the determination of which is not restricted by the amount referenced for Insufficient Transactions), then, subject to the first pricing criteria outlined above, the determination of value to Hydro will be made based on the price that Hydro could have obtained at the Manitoba border if it was exporting energy and capacity to electricity markets available to Hydro outside of Manitoba, net of all charges or credits associated with or applicable to those transactions including actual costs and expenses that Hydro has incurred which were reasonably necessary to provide access to the export markets or to facilitate Hydro entering into export transactions, (but not including Hydro’s administrative and general overhead costs and expenses or any other costs or expenses that Hydro has been reimbursed for, pursuant to other provisions of this agreement).
7. OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT (OMA)
(Schedule 1-6 to the PDA)

**The Parties to the Operations and Maintenance Agreement are:**
- Wuskwatim Partnership, and
- Hydro

**Background**
Hydro, the operator, performs services under this agreement as an independent contractor to the Wuskwatim Partnership, the owner, and is allowed to use subcontractors (under subcontracts), and is fully responsible for performance of both the work done under this agreement and all the workers doing it, to the same extent as Hydro is under this agreement.

**Purpose**
The purpose of this agreement is to provide for the terms and conditions between Hydro, as operator, and the Wuskwatim Partnership, for Hydro to operate and maintain the Wuskwatim Generating Station.

**Summary of Key Provisions**
Hydro would be contracted by the Wuskwatim Partnership to provide all the services necessary to operate and maintain the Wuskwatim Project during the term of this Agreement, in accordance with such guidelines, procedures, decisions, practices and policies, as may be made or established and amended by Hydro, from time to time, as Hydro, in its sole discretion would deem appropriate, without limitation. The anticipated scope of work related to the operations and maintenance services is detailed in Schedule A to the agreement. The scope of work would be subject to Hydro’s right and authority to make revisions to it, from time to time, as Hydro in its sole discretion would deem appropriate, without limitation.

This agreement provides that Hydro “... shall operate and maintain the Wuskwatim Project as an integrated part of the Integrated Power System”. It also says that Hydro retains the right and authority to operate and maintain other facilities that are part of the Integrated Power System, as Hydro in its sole discretion considers appropriate, even if, Hydro will be providing operating and maintenance services for the Wuskwatim Project and in doing what it considers to be beneficial to the Integrated Power System, may not be able to maximize the benefits which otherwise may be available to the Wuskwatim Partnership.”

This agreement also requires that, in the exercise of Hydro’s right and authority to provide the operations and maintenance services as set out in the provisions of this agreement, it shall do so in an integrated manner together with other facilities operated by Hydro, as part of the Integrated Power System, and reasonably consistent with the provisions of similar services to those other facilities, without regard to the ownership of the Wuskwatim Project, and the existence of the Power Purchase Agreement.
Term of Agreement
The same as most of the other agreements: with an initial 25-year term, with automatic extensions for further 25-year terms, unless one party provides notice it does not want the term extended. After the first 25-year term, Hydro could terminate this agreement with two years written notice to the Wuskwatim Partnership if it intends to stop providing operations and maintenance services to other generating stations that are part of the Integrated Power System.

Compensation and Payment for Services
The Wuskwatim Partnership would pay Hydro the actual direct and indirect costs incurred as the operator in performing all services required under the Agreement, including attributable labour, or time and overhead of Hydro personnel and subcontractors providing O&M services on the site of the Wuskwatim Project, or those not on the site but providing a component of the O&M services, and the cost of tools, equipment and parts used or installed in the Wuskwatim Generating Station.

This would include costs and expenses allocated to the Wuskwatim Project, which are a component of the overall costs and expenses incurred in the provision of operations and maintenance services to all the facilities that are part of the Integrated Power System. The actual costs incurred by Hydro, and to be paid by the Wuskwatim Partnership, would not include any costs incurred by Hydro in building the CRD and any of the costs incurred by Hydro and allocated to the operation of the CRD.

The costs would be determined and allocated to the Wuskwatim Project by Hydro in accordance with Hydro’s guidelines, procedures, decisions, practices and policies as may be made or established and as may be amended by Hydro, from time-to-time, subject to Hydro’s calculating such costs in accordance with the following criteria defined here as the costs calculation criteria:

- In a manner which is materially consistent with the methodology that was used at the relevant time for all facilities that Hydro performs operations and maintenance for and which form part of the Integrated Power System, to which Hydro provides operations and maintenance services, and
- Without regard to the ownership of the Wuskwatim Project and the existence of the Power Purchase Agreement.

Hydro would be required to conduct an internal audit of the manner in which it provides the O&M services to the Wuskwatim Partnership at least once every five-year period during the term of this agreement (Article 4.2(2) of the O&M Agreement, and 18.3 of the PDA).

Dispute Resolution
Mechanisms for NCN to initiate reviews by experts of the O&M costs (Art. 4.4) and/or the O&M services (Article 4.5) are provided in Article 18 of the PDA.

A first expert would provide non-binding recommendations, and could act as mediator in a subsequent negotiation between NCN and Hydro to resolve a dispute. If either party did not accept the recommendations, a second expert would be engaged to provide a binding decision on the dispute.
Apart from matters that are reviewable under Article 18 of the PDA, the process for dispute resolution would be the same as that under the PDA and other related agreements: binding arbitration following a good faith attempt by the parties to resolve a dispute or claim that arises under OMA.
8.  INTERCONNECTION & OPERATING AGREEMENT (IOA)  
(Schedule 1-7 to the PDA)

The Parties to the Interconnection and Operating Agreement are:

- Hydro Transmission and Distribution Business Unit (T&D), the transmission owner, and
- Wuskwatim Partnership, the generator (as assignee of Hydro’s Power Supply Business Unit).

Background

This agreement covers the connecting of the Wuskwatim Generating Station to the Integrated Power System and the operation of that connection to transmit the power that is produced at the Generating Station. In order to meet the requirements of T&D to connect to the Integrated Power System, Hydro Power Supply Business Unit, acting as the generator, in May 2005 entered into this agreement. This Agreement will be assigned to the Wuskwatim Partnership as the generator.

Purpose of Agreement

T&D has created a standard IOA, which applies to any generator who wishes to interconnect to Hydro’s transmission system. Any generator, including, from now on, any generating station built by Hydro either alone or in partnership with others, will have to enter into a separate IOA with T&D.

Summary of Key Provisions

Term of Agreement

The IOA continues indefinitely, unless terminated due to the Wuskwatim Generating Station ceasing operation, or due to various circumstances that may cause the parties to agree to terminate it.

Interconnection Service

The T&D will provide the generator with interconnection service for the Wuskwatim Generating Station at the point of interconnection.

Construction and Modification of Interconnection Facilities and Interconnection System Upgrades

The generator and the transmission owner each agree to build certain interconnection facilities through which they will connect to each other. The design and construction will satisfy certain standards, and the generator that wishes to use these facilities to deliver its generated electricity, will pay for the cost of the facilities.
Operations
The transmission owner will have direct control of the system. This responsibility and control will require that, from time to time, the transmission owner will provide operating instructions to the generator. The generator and the transmission owner each agree to cooperate with each other and to operate their respective interconnected facilities according to certain standards, and according to certain operating requirements, including, but not limited to, the following items:

- System protection facilities,
- Switching and tagging procedures,
- Communications requirements,
- Metering requirements,
- Data reporting requirements,
- Training,
- Capacity determination and verification,
- Emergency operations,
- Identified must-run conditions,
- Provision of ancillary services,
- Stability requirements,
- Generation level forecasting, scheduling and updates,
- Limitation of operations,
- Maintenance and testing,
- Generation and operation control.

The generator will be responsible for all expenses associated with operating the generating station and the generator interconnection facilities. The generator will reimburse the transmission owner, by way of monthly payments, for the actual cost incurred by the transmission owner for operating and maintaining the transmission owner interconnection facilities and the interconnection system upgrades.

Maintenance
The generator and the transmission owner each agree to cooperate with each other and to maintain their respective interconnected facilities according to certain standards, and according to certain maintenance requirements, and to jointly plan maintenance outage schedules, and have access to inspect and observe the other’s facilities and testing.

The generator will be responsible for all expenses associated with maintaining the generating station and the generator interconnection facilities, while the expenses incurred by the transmission owner in maintaining the transmission owner interconnection facilities and interconnection system upgrades will be included in the actual cost of operation and maintenance reimbursed to the transmission owner.
**Emergencies**  
The two parties agree to comply with specific emergency condition procedures. The transmission owner may take unusual actions, temporarily disconnect the generator, or require the generator to curtail production under extreme circumstances. Compensation for this would be paid to the generator.

**Safety**  
The two parties agree to comply with procedures and regulations pertaining to the safety of persons or property.

**Generator Services**  
While generating and sending power into the transmission owner’s facilities, the generator may have to supply some additional power characteristics that help maintain the quality of the power being carried and used in the system. The generator agrees to meet certain technical requirements concerning, for example:

- Ancillary services provided by a generating facility that are necessary to support the transmission of capacity and energy from resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation of the Integrated Power System,
- Reactive power or the ability to adjust the shape of the power sine wave slightly in order to assist in the maximization of power output,
- Black start service or the capability to commence operation of the Wuskwatim Generating Station when its power is not available from the transmission system, the generator’s own station power, and must run units.

There are various compensation arrangements for these additional services.

**Metering**  
The parties agree to provide, install, operate, maintain, own and/or control suitable metering equipment to measure power and energy flows at the point of interconnection. Generally the transmission owner does the metering, but the generator may choose to install and do its own check metering. There are provisions for testing the meters and handling and communicating the metering data.

**Force Majeure**  
No party will be at fault if problems arise that are beyond its control.

**Information Reporting**  
Each party, upon request, will share relevant information, documents or data regarding the party's facilities and equipment, which may reasonably be expected to pertain to the reliability of the other's facilities and equipment.

**Creditworthiness, Billings, and Payment**  
Responsibilities of the parties and procedures for paying the applicable construction costs of the interconnection facilities to the transmission owner are all defined.
**Additional, fairly standard articles on:**
- The assignment of duties to other parties,
- The requirement for both parties to have insurance coverage,
- Each party indemnifies or holds harmless the other for losses related to obligations they may have under this IOA,
- Provisions for breach of agreement, cure, and default and what to do if the parties terminate the agreement,
- The use of subcontractors and responsibility for their actions,
- The handling of confidential information,
- Information access and audits of the other party’s accounts and records,
- Dispute resolution in accordance with dispute resolution provisions of the Hydro Open Access Interconnection Tariff,
- Notice provisions,
- Representations and warranties made by each party to the other about their legal and financial status.

**Various Appendices describing:**
- Point of interconnection,
- Interconnection facilities of transmission owner and generator,
- Agreed-upon cost estimates for transmission owner’s interconnection facilities,
- Construction schedule,
- Permits, licences and authorizations to be acquired by each party,
- More detail on the transmission owner’s operating requirements, rates and terms for supply of ancillary power services by generator.
9. SYSTEM OPERATIONS and DISPATCH AGREEMENT (SODA)  
(Schedule 1-8 to the PDA)

The Parties to the System Operations and Dispatch Agreement are:
- Wuskwatim Partnership, and
- Hydro

Background
The Wuskwatim Partnership would grant to Hydro the right and authority to control and operate the Wuskwatim Project, including matters related to the dispatch of the Wuskwatim Generating Station during the term of this agreement in accordance with such guidelines, procedures, decisions, practices and policies as may be made or established and amended by Hydro, from time-to-time, as it deems appropriate at its sole discretion.

Purpose of Agreement
The purpose of SODA is to establish the terms and conditions between Hydro, as operator of the Wuskwatim Generating Station as part of the Integrated Power System, and the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Summary of Key Provisions

Control, Operation, and Dispatch
Hydro would control, operate and dispatch the Wuskwatim Generating Station as an integrated part of the Integrated Power System. Hydro would retain the right and authority to control, operate and dispatch the Integrated Power System, as Hydro, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate, without limitation, notwithstanding that Hydro would be controlling and operating the Wuskwatim Project and notwithstanding that Hydro, in doing what it considers to be beneficial to the Integrated Power System, may not be able to maximize the benefits which otherwise may be available to the Wuskwatim Partnership from the Wuskwatim Generating Station.

Hydro would be granted the right to include the Wuskwatim Generating Station in the dispatch schedules prepared for the facilities that form part of the Integrated Power System under its operational control. Hydro will determine the economic value of the energy output of all of those facilities and rank in economic order the dispatch of all such facilities. This dispatch schedule will be used by Hydro to dispatch the Wuskwatim Generating Station in an integrated fashion, together with all other facilities operated by Hydro, as part of the Integrated Power System.

Hydro would be granted the right to prepare schedules of planned outages for the Wuskwatim Generating Station and to coordinate the planning and scheduling of preventative and corrective maintenance for the Wuskwatim Generating Station in an integrated manner, together with all other facilities operated by Hydro as part of the Integrated Power System.

Control and Operation Parameters
Hydro, while controlling and operating the Wuskwatim Project, including the dispatch of the Wuskwatim Generating Station, would do so in an integrated manner together with other facilities operated by Hydro as part of the Integrated...
Power System, without regard to the ownership of the Wuskwatim Project and the existence of the Power Purchase Agreement.

However, Hydro would not control, operate and dispatch the Integrated Power System, including the Wuskwatim Project and the Wuskwatim Generating Station as part of that system, in a manner that was materially prejudicial to the reliability of and the economic benefits to be derived from the Wuskwatim Project, without the intention of benefiting the reliability of and the economic benefits to be derived from the Integrated Power System.

**Term of Agreement**

Begins on the construction start date and continues indefinitely, unless terminated as set out in the provisions of the Agreement.

**Operating Costs**

The Wuskwatim Partnership would be billed and would pay Hydro all actual direct and indirect costs and expenses incurred by Hydro, with the exception of any of the costs incurred by Hydro in building the CRD and any of the costs incurred by Hydro and allocated to the operation of the CRD.

The costs would be determined and allocated to the Wuskwatim Project by Hydro in accordance with Hydro’s guidelines, procedures, decisions, practices and policies as may be made or established and as may be amended by Hydro, from time to time.

Costs must be calculated in a manner which is materially consistent with the methodology that was used at the relevant time for all facilities that are part of the Integrated Power System, which Hydro controls, operates and dispatches, and without regard to the ownership of the Wuskwatim Project and the existence of the Power Purchase Agreement (the costs calculation criteria).

**Dispute Resolution**

Mechanisms for NCN to initiate reviews by experts of the operating costs (Article 2.5) and the control and operation of the Wuskwatim Project, including any matters related to the dispatch of the Wuskwatim Generating Station (Article 2.6) are provided in Article 19 of the PDA.

A first expert would provide non-binding recommendations, and could act as mediator in a subsequent negotiation between NCN and Hydro to resolve a dispute. If either party did not accept the recommendations, a second expert would be engaged to provide a binding decision on the dispute.

With the exception of matters that are reviewable under Article 19 of the PDA, the process for dispute resolution would be the same as that under the PDA and other related agreements: binding arbitration following a good faith attempt by the parties to resolve a dispute or claim that arises under SODA.
10. **TPC FINANCING AGREEMENT**  
(Schedule 5-1 to the PDA)

**The parties to the TPC Financing Agreement are:**
- TPC, as the borrower, and
- Hydro, as the lender.

**Background**
The various agreements between Hydro, TPC and NCN contemplate that immediately prior to initial closing, the PDA will be signed and construction will start shortly afterwards. At initial closing, TPC will pay a minimum of $1,000,000 and will receive 1,000 units (valued at $1,000 each) in the Wuskwatim Partnership. At that time, Hydro will pay $2,020,001 and will receive 2,020.001 units (to add to the 9.999 Units it got when the Wuskwatim Partnership was initially created) and will have a total of 2,030 units.

The General Partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership will pay $303.03 and will get an additional 0.30203 units to add to the 0.001 units it received when the Wuskwatim Partnership was created, for a total of 0.30303 units. In total, there will be 3030.30303 units. Hydro will own 66.99 percent of the units, NCN will own 33 percent and the General Partner will own 0.01 percent. [Refer to Article 4 of the PDA and Schedule A].

As construction proceeds and costs are incurred, Hydro as manager will pay the bills for the Wuskwatim Partnership. Hydro and NCN have agreed that the Wuskwatim Partnership will borrow funds to finance the Wuskwatim Project from Hydro up to a level that is 75% of the total debt and equity financing of the project (with that debt ratio being permitted to be increased to up to 85% in the first ten years). The balance of any capital required by the Wuskwatim Partnership must come from the partners. TPC is responsible for 33 percent of the total equity. Current projections (based on project cost estimates) are that TPC's share of the equity will cost over $80,000,000. Since TPC and NCN will not have enough money to finance TPC's share of the equity, Hydro has agreed to lend TPC some of the money required for TPC's equity.

It is also anticipated that from time to time, the General Partner may need to make cash calls on the partners to finance cash shortfalls when the Wuskwatim Project is operating. Hydro has agreed to extend financing to TPC so that it can make these cash calls.

**Purpose of Agreement**
Generally, the purpose of the TPC Financing Agreement is to set out the terms and conditions under which Hydro will make loans to TPC to assist it in funding its acquisition of equity in the Wuskwatim Partnership and to fund cash calls during the first 50 years of the operation of the Generating Station. These loans fall under two general categories:

1. The monies required by TPC for equity financing for the portion of TPC’s equity which is not being invested by way of cash obtained by TPC from NCN or other permitted sources. This equity financing (including the portion provided by Hydro as the other limited partner) will be used by the Wuskwatim Partnership, together with borrowed funds from Hydro under...
the Project Financing Agreement, to fund the construction of the Wuskwatim Project and to pay other costs, and

2. Financing for cash calls which may be made by the General Partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership after the Wuskwatim Generating Station is operating, in order to fund any cash shortfalls in operations. Such cash calls could be required in the early years where expenses are high, in later years during a low flow year, or at any time, if there is a major expense such as a turbine repair.

The TPC Financing Agreement sets out the pre-conditions that must be met before any loans will be made by Hydro to TPC under the Agreement, the representations and warranties of TPC, as borrower, and Hydro, as lender, and the covenants (both positive and negative) that TPC, as borrower, must observe in order to remain in good standing under the loans and the Agreement. This Agreement also sets out the procedures for obtaining loan advances and Hydro’s rights and remedies as a lender in the event of default by the borrower.

**Summary of Key Provisions**

**Wuskwatim Partnership Unit - Cash Units versus Loan Units**

As indicated above, TPC will buy 1,000 units in the Wuskwatim Partnership at the initial closing date, which is shortly after the signing of the PDA. The number of TPC’s units may increase over time as additional funds for equity are invested.

TPC’s units will be categorized on final closing based on a formula which incorporates the amount of cash put in by TPC and not borrowed from Hydro, and the total amount of the equity loans advanced by Hydro to TPC for investment in the Partnership which were not repaid on Final Closing. The application of the formula results in a division of TPC’s units into cash units and loan units.

The higher the amount of the aggregate loan to TPC in relation to the cash invested by TPC the higher the number of loan units and the lower the number of cash units.

The importance of the distinction between cash units and loan units is that the distributions, or profit payments, are broken down into two components, which correspond to the loan units and to the cash units. Provided that it is not in default under the TPC Loan Agreement and NCN is not in default under the NCN Financing Agreement, TPC is able to keep distributions tied to the cash units after payment of any outstanding loans under the NCN Financing Agreement and payment of any outstanding cash call loans under the TPC Financing Agreement. However, distributions tied to TPC’s loan units are directed to Hydro under its security and used to pay down the loans to TPC that were used to finance its equity investment.

**Interest Rates**

TPC will pay interest on the various loans at various rates and at various times, depending on the circumstances. These arrangements are set out in detail in the TPC Financing Agreement and vary depending on currency and other factors.
Put / Call Rights

The TPC Financing Agreement also deals with TPC’s option to sell units to Hydro and require Hydro to buy them (Article 5). It has a number of such options exercisable at various specific times and subject to specific conditions. One of these options would be used in the event that TPC is unable or unwilling to come up with the cash necessary to meet the criteria for repayment of the loans which were advanced by Hydro during construction and used by TPC to invest in the Partnership (Article 2.6(3)). The sale price on the units would be calculated on a formula, which would allow for repayment of a portion of the loans attributable to TPC’s share of the units being sold. Where TPC sells all of its units to Hydro pursuant to such an option (except under the Term Sale Right), the price would be sufficient to also allow TPC to get back all of its invested cash that is its own funds (as calculated in the TPC Financing Agreement, without interest). In some circumstances it will get back only a portion of its invested cash if for example the funds received by TPC came from third parties rather than NCN, for investment in the Wuskwatim Partnership. The sale would have to be preceded by a notice of sale to Hydro stipulating the number of units that TPC wished to sell. Some of the options are “all or nothing” (that is, TPC can only use the option to sell all of its units to Hydro; not some of them). These sale options have sometimes been called the “put” options. A brief summary of these options is:

- TPC has a final closing sale right, which is the right to sell its units in the Wuskwatim Project back to Hydro. The sale right is exercisable at final closing, when the first of the three turbines goes into service. This sale right can be exercised for all or part of TPC’s units. This sale right has been negotiated as a way to give NCN/TPC an exit strategy or a mechanism to reduce its stake in the project if the project does not look like it will pan out as well as expected.

- If the construction of the Wuskwatim Project does not start by the specified deadline, or if it is halted but not re-commenced by the specified deadline, TPC has the right to sell (a “non-completion sale right”) all (but not less than all) of its units to Hydro and Hydro must buy them.

- TPC has a term sale right, exercisable only once between the final closing and the maturity date (fifty years after final closing), to require Hydro to buy all of its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership on the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement. Under this right, TPC does not get any of its invested cash back from Hydro when it sells its units, and so this right would only be used in very dire scenarios. It is not anticipated that this right will be exercised.

- TPC also has a twenty-fifth anniversary sale right, exercisable only on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the final closing, to require Hydro to buy all (but not less than all) of its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership on the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement.

- TPC also has a maturity date sale right, exercisable only on the fiftieth anniversary of the final closing (the Maturity Date), to require Hydro to buy all (but not less than all) of its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership on the terms set out in the TPC Financing Agreement.

Article 6 provides that if TPC does not come up with the cash required and does not offer to sell (or “put”) its units to Hydro, Hydro has the option to purchase (or
“call”) the number of units necessary to bring the number of units owned by TPC in line with the formula in Article 2.6(3). The purchase price is calculated in accordance with the formula intended to simply forgive TPC that portion of the loans made by Hydro which corresponds to the number of units being bought. (Forgiving a loan means not making the borrower pay it back.). If TPC’s invested cash is not at least $5 million at final closing, Hydro can exercise its option to buy all of TPC’s units and if Hydro exercises that right, TPC must sell the units to Hydro.

Hydro also has another option to buy some or all of TPC’s units at the adjustment date (the date that is one year after final closing); again, in order to bring the number of units owned by TPC into line with the adjustment conditions applicable to TPC on that date.

Pre-payments

TPC can make optional pre-payments on the various loans under the TPC Financing Agreement without penalty other than that TPC must make a “market-make-whole” payment to Hydro in connection with any such pre-payment, which payment is calculated as an amount sufficient to reimburse Hydro for the cost to it of early repayment of the funds lent to TPC. There are notice requirements to be complied with when a pre-payment is made, and Hydro has the right to approve the funds used by TPC to make any such pre-payment. Any pre-payment must not be less than $200,000 and must be in multiples of $100,000 (Article 2.7(2)).

Approved Funds

Hydro has the right to approve funds used by TPC to invest in the Wuskwatim Partnership or to make a re-payment of any amounts borrowed by it from Hydro. If Hydro denies any funds for this purpose, TPC will not be permitted to make the investment or repayment using those funds.

Security

Hydro will have security in all of TPC’s units and all distributions on those units for amounts owed to Hydro under the TPC Financing Agreement. This means that Hydro could seize TPC’s units and distributions in satisfaction of amounts owed to it in a default scenario.

Repayment through Distributions

In the ordinary course (prior to a default), the loans owed to Hydro under the TPC Financing Agreement will be repaid solely through distributions on TPC’s units. In the ordinary course, distributions on all of TPC’s units will go to Hydro in repayment of cash call loans and dividend loans, and where only equity loans are outstanding, only distributions on TPC’s loan units will go to Hydro in repayment of the equity loans (with the distributions on TPC’s cash units going to TPC).

Limited Recourse Loans

Hydro’s sole recourse for the loans under the TPC Financing Agreement is TPC’s units and the distributions on those units. If the units are seized, Hydro cannot go after TPC personally (nor NCN) for repayment of these loans.
Dispute Resolution

Dispute resolution is dealt with in Article 14. It provides that all disputes shall be resolved in accordance with Article 21 of the PDA which, in essence, allows an arbitrator to deal with all disputes arising under the TPC Financing Agreement.
11. **NCN FINANCING AGREEMENT**  
*(Schedule 5-2 to the PDA)*

**The parties to the NCN Financing Agreement are:**
- NCN, as the borrower
- TPC, as the guarantor
- Hydro, as the lender

**Background**

During the course of negotiations, NCN was concerned that NCN would be cash poor in the early stages of the operation of the generating station.

The Wuskwatim Partnership is borrowing 75 percent (and up to 85 percent in the first ten years) of the total cost of the Wuskwatim Project from Hydro and, therefore, the interest on that money must be paid to Hydro before there are distributions or payments, to the limited partners. In addition, TPC is borrowing a substantial portion of the cash required for its equity investment in the Partnership, from Hydro, and payments must be made on that loan.

Lastly, there is a possibility early on that there will be cash calls after the Generating Station is in operation, which would further reduce the amount otherwise payable to the limited partners in the form of distributions (although Hydro has agreed to provide cash call loans under the TPC Financing Agreement, distributions would have to used to repay these loans). The concern was that NCN would divert more than $28 million from the community and, in the lean years, the community would suffer for lack of that money. To help overcome that, Hydro agreed to lend money to NCN in the form of dividend loans to ensure that each year, NCN would receive, based on a formula established by this loan agreement, and assuming all funds invested in the Wuskwatim Partnership by NCN were NCN’s own funds, an amount in excess of $1 million (less any distributions actually received by TPC from the Wuskwatim Partnership). NCN would then be able to use these funds for community purposes.

**Purpose of Agreement**

Generally, the purpose of the NCN Financing Agreement is to set out the terms and conditions under which Hydro will make dividend loans to NCN. The proceeds of these loans are not, under this loan agreement, restricted as to how they can be used. The money is to be advanced by Hydro to NCN directly, and it is to be guaranteed by TPC for the sole purpose of TPC granting a security interest in TPC’s units (and distributions thereon) as security for the dividend loans made to NCN.

The NCN Financing Agreement sets out the pre-conditions that must be met before any loans will be made by Hydro to NCN under the Agreement, the representations and warranties of NCN and TPC, as borrower and guarantor, and Hydro, as lender, and the covenants (both positive and negative) that TPC and NCN must observe in order to remain in good standing under the loans and the Agreement. This Agreement also sets out the procedures for obtaining loan advances (and for determining the amount eligible to be advanced) and Hydro’s rights and remedies as a lender in the event of default by NCN, as the borrower, or TPC, as the guarantor.
Summary of Key Provisions

The amount of the dividend loan, which is payable yearly, is calculated by multiplying the amount of cash that was NCN’s own funds (or was obtained from Manitoba or Canada for investment in the Partnership) that was invested through TPC in the Partnership, by the Canadian 10-year rate, which is basically the interest rate Manitoba would pay on a 10-year bond, plus the guarantee fee Hydro pays the province (presently 1.0 percent), less 2.5 percent. The amount of any distributions received by TPC on its units in the Partnership in any year would reduce or, if it was at least equal to that amount determined by this formula, would eliminate the right to receive the dividend loan in that particular year.

At the time the SOU was negotiated, the Canadian 10-year rate and guarantee fee were 7.5 percent, so the expectation was that NCN’s investment through TPC in the Partnership would be from its own funds, such that it would receive after the first year that the station was operating, and every year after that for the first 25-years of this loan agreement, an amount in excess of $1 million, (which is equal to $28 million times 5 percent) from either the dividend loan or the distributions from the Partnership or from a combination of both. In fact, the amount of the dividend loan can vary substantially as it is tied into interest rates on 10-year bonds, and is also affected by the guarantee fee, which Manitoba can change at any time. As well, subject to the outstanding dividend loans not exceeding the commitment amount specified in the agreement, dividend loans are also available for a further 25 years until the maturity date.

Also, if NCN decides, on final closing, to reduce the investment of TPC in the Partnership to less than 33 percent, its equity contribution will be less, and that will reduce the amount of the available dividend loans. If the Wuskwatim Project makes money from the beginning, dividend loans may never be required.

For the purpose of calculating the dividend loan, money that NCN or TPC obtains from Manitoba or Canada for investment in the project will be included in TPC’s invested cash for the purposes of the calculation of the dividend loan. However, third party funds obtained by NCN/TPC for investment in the project will not count for this purpose.
Security
Hydro will have security in all of TPC’s units and all distributions on those units for amounts owed to Hydro under the NCN Financing Agreement. This means that Hydro could seize TPC’s units and distributions in satisfaction of amounts owed to it in a default scenario.

Repayment through Distributions
In the ordinary course (prior to a default), the loans owed to Hydro under the NCN Financing Agreement will be repaid solely through distributions on TPC’s units. In the ordinary course, distributions on all of TPC’s units will go to Hydro in repayment of any outstanding dividend loans until they are paid off.

Dividend Loans are Non-Revolving
Once a dividend loan previously advanced has been repaid, the amount cannot be re-borrowed. Also, if NCN is eligible for an advance of a dividend loan and declines to take it in the year in which it is eligible for it, NCN will not be able to borrow that amount later. It is a “borrow it or lose it” concept.

Interest Rate
The determination of interest rate is based on formulae set out in the NCN Financing Agreement, which should be consulted directly.

Limited Recourse Loans
Hydro’s sole recourse for the loans under the NCN Financing Agreement is TPC’s units and the distributions on those units. If the units are seized, Hydro cannot go after NCN or TPC personally for repayment of these loans.

Pre-payment
TPC can make optional prepayments on the loan without penalty, bonus or premium at any time although there are notice requirements which must be given to Hydro prior to making such a prepayment. The prepayment must not be less than $200,000 and must be in multiples of $100,000.

Dispute Resolution
Dispute resolution is dealt with in Article X. It provides that all disputes shall be resolved in accordance with Article XXI of the PDA which, allows an arbitrator to deal with all disputes arising under the NCN Financing Agreement.
12. WUSKWATIM LAND ARRANGEMENTS

A number of the agreements related to the Wuskwatim land arrangements are between the Wuskwatim Partnership and Manitoba, while a number are between the Wuskwatim Partnership and Hydro. Although Manitoba is not a party to the PDA, Manitoba has agreed to sign the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement and the Land Reversion Agreement on the same day the PDA is signed.

A. Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement

The parties to the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement are

- Manitoba, and
- the General Partner on behalf of the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Background
The land on which the generating station and the access road will be located (the “project lands”) are now provincial Crown lands. It was agreed that a series of agreements would be signed so the Wuskwatim Partnership could own the project lands if they are used for the Wuskwatim Project and then they would revert to the Crown if the Wuskwatim Project is not constructed, if it is determined not all the land is required once construction is complete or if the Project is decommissioned, in any of which events NCN would be able to select the project lands in a manner that is consistent with the principles in the TLE Framework Agreement.

The first of these agreements is the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement. It says that the project lands will be transferred from Manitoba to the Wuskwatim Partnership. The Partnership will own the project lands in determinable fee simple. (Fee simple is regular complete ownership - the way most home-owners own the land under their houses. A determinable fee simple is complete ownership for a limited period of time and for a specific purpose). In this case, the Wuskwatim Partnership will only get the project lands during the life of the generating station. The mines and mineral rights and the water power rights will not be transferred (although the Wuskwatim Partnership will receive a lease of the mineral quarry rights on the generating station site).

Other agreements described below will give Hydro certain rights to run transmission lines over the project lands, among other things, and will also give NCN certain rights to the portion of the project lands not required for the operation of the generating station after it is constructed or if the generating station is decommissioned.

Aboriginal and treaty rights are protected, as described below.

Purpose of Agreement
The purpose is to establish how Manitoba will transfer the project lands to the Wuskwatim Partnership before construction starts, what the status of the lands will be during the life of the Wuskwatim Project, and related issues.
Summary of Key Provisions

We know generally where the generating station site and the road and the related works (like the construction camp) will be and we can describe the land under this site. However, after construction is finished, the project won’t need every square inch of the project lands. The principle is that, after construction is done, whatever portion of the project lands is no longer needed will go back to Manitoba. This is described below.

Manitoba will transfer the project lands to the General Partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership on the initial closing date, as defined in the PDA. The General Partner will hold the project lands in trust for the Partnership as a bare trustee. The Partnership will pay to Manitoba $25,000 on the initial closing date, plus a final payment after it is determined what portion of the project lands are no longer needed following construction.

The final payment from the Wuskwatim Partnership to Manitoba will be the value of the raw land, plus the value of the timber on the land, plus 4% of the value of the raw land for each year between the date of this agreement the date the lands are actually transferred back to Manitoba, minus the $25,000 initial payment.

The land transfer is conditional on the Wuskwatim Partnership getting an interim Water Power Act licence for the Wuskwatim Project. The transfer of the lands does not include transfer of any provincial water powers (rights to use bodies of water to generate electricity).

The Wuskwatim Partnership, not Manitoba, will pay any fees, survey costs, and land transfer taxes that may be involved. The Partnership will comply with all federal, provincial and municipal laws, and provincial licences.

Manitoba will complete the necessary land titles documents, and the Partnership will register them under land titles legislation.

Hydro and Manitoba will keep their “CRD Easement” on the project lands under the CRD Easement Agreement, which is a Schedule to the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement. The CRD Easement Agreement is described below in item B. An easement in this case is the right to use land to store water. Hydro already has the right to use the Burntwood River system under CRD, and will keep this right when the land is transferred.

Also on the initial closing date, the Wuskwatim Partnership will give Hydro a “Transmission Corridor Easement”. This is the right to Hydro to use a portion of the project lands for its transmission lines and equipment that form part of the Wuskwatim Transmission Project.

There is an existing transmission line cutting across the route of the proposed access road. Hydro has an easement for these lines (a right to maintain them). On the initial closing date, the Wuskwatim Partnership will give Hydro an easement to run transmission lines over the access road (“the Access Road Transmission Easement”). Essentially, the Partnership will treat Hydro the same way that Manitoba is now treating Hydro.

The Wuskwatim Partnership will also enter into a Transmission Lands Lease, an Access Road User Agreement, a Communications Tower Easement Agreement and a Quarry Mineral Lease. These agreements are described below in items C, D, E and F.
Manitoba will continue to have free access to the station site to make sure the Wuskwatim Partnership is complying with any interim Water Power Act licence. If the Partnership requires access to the lands before the initial closing date, Manitoba will issue a permit allowing this.

Within 18 months after construction is complete, the Wuskwatim Partnership, in consultation with Manitoba, will determine exactly what portion of the project lands is required to operate the Wuskwatim Project. Whatever is no longer required will go back to Manitoba, and NCN has certain rights to acquire those lands under the Land Reversion Agreement between NCN and Manitoba. (The Land Reversion Agreement is described in section 19 of this Summary “NCN/Province of Manitoba Agreements”). Manitoba will pay any applicable land transfer taxes.

The Wuskwatim Partnership won’t sell or give up any rights to the project lands without Manitoba’s consent or a court order.

This agreement says that nothing in this agreement is intended to alter aboriginal or treaty rights of NCN or other aboriginal peoples, including any aboriginal or treaty rights related to water, under section 35 of the Constitution, except to the extent that NCN has expressly consented to this agreement and the transactions contemplated by this agreement on the terms and conditions set out in this agreement.

This agreement contains the specific reference to water rights because the water rights are not transferred with the land.

### B. CRD Easement Agreement

**The parties to the CRD Easement Agreement (Schedule “A” to the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement) are:**
- Manitoba
- General Partner on behalf of the Wuskwatim Partnership, and
- Hydro.

**Background**

An easement can be a right to store water on land owned by someone else. Today, the project lands are owned by Manitoba, and Hydro has a “CRD Easement” on parts of them. When the project lands are transferred to the Wuskwatim Partnership, Hydro and Manitoba will keep these easement rights. Hydro will keep its existing rights to store water on the land and to access the land for such things as inspections, bank protection, maintenance and other reasonable purposes.

**Purpose of Agreement**

The purpose of the agreement is to preserve Hydro’s existing CRD easement rights on the portion of the project lands affected by CRD, and to deal with related issues.

**Summary of Key Provisions**

In this agreement, CRD and Lake Winnipeg Regulation are referred to as “the Project”. Section 3.2 of the agreement explains that under the easement granted in the CRD Easement Agreement, Manitoba and Hydro have the right to regulate the flow of, to inundate and store water on or over, and to affect from
time to time, the Easement Land solely for purposes related and ancillary to the project, in accordance with provisions of the CRD Easement Agreement.

Hydro and Manitoba have the right to conduct work on the Easement Land associated with bank protection, including the installation of instruments for water or water power measurements.

The agreement does not give Hydro any rights to mines, minerals or things like oil or gas found on the Easement Land.

If Hydro ceases to be a Manitoba Crown corporation, Manitoba will assume Hydro’s rights and obligations under this agreement.

Hydro and the Wuskwatim Partnership each have the right to inspect, protect and maintain, at their own expense, banks and shorelines on the Easement Land. If Hydro leaves debris behind when it accesses the Easement Land, Hydro will clean up its debris. As far as reasonably practical, when Hydro has to do work on the Easement Land, it won’t interfere with the way the Partnership is using the lands. Except in emergencies, Hydro will give the Partnership at least 30 days notice before it accesses the Easement Land. If the Partnership objects, the parties will try to work it out. If necessary, arbitration can resolve the dispute.

C. Transmission Lands Lease

The Parties to the Transmission Lease are

- Wuskwatim Partnership and
- Hydro.

Background

The Wuskwatim switching station (referred to in this agreement as the transformer station) will be on the project lands, just northeast of the generating station. Hydro will lease (rent) the land under the transformer station from the Wuskwatim Partnership. Hydro will pay $1 a year, plus any taxes and duties that apply to the leased land. Treaty and aboriginal rights are protected, as described below.

Purpose of the Agreement

The purpose is to describe how Hydro will lease the land under the transformer station from the Wuskwatim Partnership, along with related matters.

Summary of Key Provisions

When Manitoba transfers the project lands to the Wuskwatim Partnership, the lease will start and Hydro will get possession of the lands where the transformer station is to be located. The parties could agree on a different start date if they want. The lease ends when Hydro no longer has to transmit electricity from the Wuskwatim generating station.

Hydro will only use the leased land for a transformer station, including buildings and storage areas. Hydro will respect safety and environmental standards in operating its facilities on this land. Hydro won’t leave trash or refuse on this land.

Hydro can fence in the land. It can build things like foundations, wires, buildings and storage areas needed to operate the station.
Hydro can’t assign or sublet any part of the land without the Wuskwatim Partnership’s consent. If Hydro wants to sublet it to something like a Hydro joint-venture, the Wuskwatim Partnership won’t unreasonably withhold its consent.

Hydro will comply with relevant federal and provincial laws. Hydro will be responsible for repairing and maintaining its station so that it complies with all laws.

When the lease ends, Hydro must remove the station and restore the land to comply with all laws in effect at that time.

The Wuskwatim Partnership has reasonable access to the leased land to carry out inspections.

Hydro must keep the leased land insured.

If Hydro ever abandons the station, the Wuskwatim Partnership can repossess the leased land.

The Lease provides that nothing in the Lease is intended to alter aboriginal or treaty rights under section 35 of the Constitution, except to the extent that, in respect of the Wuskwatim project, NCN has expressly consented in the PDA.

D. Access Road User Agreement

The Parties to the Access Road User Agreement are:

- Wuskwatim Partnership, and
- Hydro.

Background
The Wuskwatim Partnership will own the access road as part of the project lands. Hydro will be in charge of building and operating the Wuskwatim Project. Therefore, Hydro will need the right to use the road to build and operate the Project. Others will also have rights to use the road, as described in the Access Management Plan, which is discussed in the PDA section of this Summary. Aboriginal and treaty rights are protected as described below.

Purpose of the Agreement
The purpose is to describe how Hydro will have the right to use the road to move people, vehicles and supplies to and from the station site; how the Wuskwatim Partnership will pay to build and maintain the road; and related matters.

Summary of Key Provisions
Hydro has the right to use the road to move people, vehicles and supplies to and from the station site.

The Wuskwatim Partnership will pay to build and maintain the road, in accordance with provincial government standards.

Both parties will comply with the Access Management Plan (which is attached as a schedule to the PDA and is also a schedule to this agreement).

If Hydro damages the road, other than normal wear and tear, Hydro will pay for the repairs.

Hydro can’t transfer or assign any of its rights to the road, without the Partnership’s consent, which won’t be unreasonably withheld.
Nothing in this agreement is intended to alter aboriginal or treaty rights under section 35 of the Constitution, except to the extent that, in respect of the Wuskwatim project, NCN has expressly consented in the PDA.

E. Communications Tower Easement Agreement

The Parties to the Communications Tower Easement Agreement are:

- Wuskwatim Partnership, and
- Hydro.

Background
The Wuskwatim Project will require a communications tower to be located near the generating station. Hydro will build and operate the tower. It will be on land owned by the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Purpose of Agreement
The purpose is to describe how Hydro will have the right build and maintain the tower and access it during the life of the Wuskwatim Project, along with related matters.

Summary of Key Provisions
The Wuskwatim Partnership will give Hydro an easement (a right to do something on someone else’s land) to build and operate the tower along with related communications equipment, and to use the access road and any other roads or trails to get to and from the tower, until the Wuskwatim Project is decommissioned.

Hydro can cut and trim trees and brush which could interfere with the tower.

Hydro will minimize inconvenience to the Wuskwatim Partnership.

Nothing in this agreement is intended to alter aboriginal or treaty rights under section 35 of the Constitution, except to the extent that, in respect of the Wuskwatim Project, NCN has expressly consented in the PDA.
F. **Quarry Mineral Lease**

**The Parties to the Quarry Mineral Lease are:**
- Manitoba, and
- General Partner on behalf of the Partnership.

**Background**
Rocks and gravel will be needed to build the Wuskwatim Project. One quarry site for these materials is near the generating station, on lands which are now owned by Manitoba and will be owned by the Wuskwatim Partnership in accordance with the Wuskwatim Lands Transfer Agreement.

**Purpose of Agreement**
The purpose is to give the Wuskwatim Partnership the right to quarry materials from the Wuskwatim generating station site free of charge, from the date of this lease until March 31, 2016.

**Summary of Key Provisions**
The Wuskwatim Partnership can quarry materials from the Wuskwatim generating station site, free of charge, from the date of this lease until March 31, 2016.

Materials can only be used for the Wuskwatim Project.

The Partnership must comply with relevant provincial laws.

If the Partnership violates the lease or relevant provincial laws, and does not remedy its violation as required by Manitoba, Manitoba may cancel the lease.
13. **REVENUE ADVANCE CONSOLIDATION AGREEMENT**
(Schedule 8-1 to the PDA)

The Parties to the Revenue Advance Consolidation Agreement are:
- NCN
- Hydro
- Taskinigahp Power Corporation (TPC)

**Background**
NCN (through TPC) and Hydro may become partners in the Wuskwatim Project. Pursuant to the PDA, TPC will own units (like shares) in the Wuskwatim Partnership. TPC may choose to give up its partnership units at various future dates, as set out in the PDA.

Since 2002, Hydro has made a number of advances to NCN for the construction of ATEC in Nelson House. Generally, these advances are to be repaid by NCN out of TPC’s distributions on its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership and are secured by a charge on TPC’s units, except for one loan of $1 million which is to be repaid out of funding received by NCN for ATEC. Hydro also has agreed to provide an advance for the construction of the ATEC instructors’ and students’ residences.

**Purpose**
The purpose is to describe in one agreement how Hydro has already made payments to NCN for ATEC, how Hydro has agreed to make additional payments, and how those payments will be accounted for by Hydro, NCN and TPC in the future.

**Summary of Key Provisions**
In 2002, Hydro advanced $785,000 to NCN (the “2002 Contribution”). In 2003, Hydro advanced $1,000,000 (the “First 2003 Contribution”), and then another $1,000,000 (the “Second 2003 Contribution”). Hydro has agreed to make another contribution of up to $2.9 million (the “Final Contribution”).

The 2002 Contribution was used to do assessments, architectural design and construction of ATEC. The First and Second 2003 Contributions were used to build ATEC facilities and structures.

Of the Final Contribution, Hydro has already advanced $1,997,752 on various dates.

Hydro will advance the rest of the Final Contribution upon receipt of satisfactory evidence of progress on the instructors’ and students’ residences. Otherwise, Hydro has no further obligations in respect of ATEC.

Each of the contributions is to be repaid at the Royal Bank’s prime interest rate. With the exception of the Second 2003 Contribution, repayment of each of the contributions is guaranteed by TPC and TPC agrees to assign all of its distributions from the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro until the contributions are repaid in full. TPC pledges (creates a secured interest in) its units in the Wuskwatim Partnership to Hydro as security for its repayment.

If Hydro doesn’t receive payment from TPC, Hydro can set off the advances against other money it has to pay to NCN, other than adverse effects settlements.
NCN and Keewatin Community College (KCC) signed a memorandum of agreement by which NCN receives funds from KCC for doing training through ATEC. The Second 2003 Contribution is repayable only out of money NCN receives each year from KCC, at the rate of $75,000 per year. However, if NCN receives the $75,000 from KCC in any year but doesn’t pay it to Hydro, Hydro can set off that amount against other money it has to pay to NCN, other than adverse effects settlements. If the KCC funding is discontinued, then the parties agree that it will be repaid out of any funding NCN receives in replacement of the KCC funding.

In the TPC Financing Agreement, TPC has certain rights to sell its units back to Hydro. At the earlier of the time TPC exercises any of these sale rights and twenty-five years from the final closing date, if the First 2003 Contribution and the Final Contribution plus interest have not been repaid in full out of distributions from the Wuskwatim Partnership, then they will be forgiven by Hydro.

The 2002 Contribution of $785,000 plus interest has to be repaid by NCN. NCN can choose to repay this loan from funding sources other than funds it receives from the Wuskwatim Project.
14. ADVERSE EFFECTS AGREEMENT (AEA)  
(Schedule 11-1 to the PDA)

The Parties to the Adverse Effects Agreement are:  
- NCN,  
- Hydro, and  
- Wuskwatim Partnership

Background  
Article 8 of the 1996 NFA Implementation Agreement (between NCN, Canada, Manitoba and Hydro) deals with Future Development, which, by definition, includes the proposed Wuskwatim Project. In short, Article 8 imposes various duties on Hydro, including a duty to consult with NCN about Future Development, and to finalize compensation arrangements for adverse effects of Future Development projects, before starting construction. Disputes can go to arbitration.

In 2001, NCN and Hydro signed an Agreement in Principle (AIP). The AIP said that the Wuskwatim Project would be designed to avoid or minimize environmental impacts to the extent reasonably practicable. To the extent that adverse effects remain, NCN will be compensated for them. A large majority of NCN voters in a secret ballot vote authorized Chief and Council to negotiate a Project Development Agreement in accordance with the AIP.

NCN and Hydro have agreed that NCN (through TPC) can be an equity partner in the Wuskwatim Generation Project, subject to ratification of the PDA by NCN Members and Hydro. NCN will be able to make its final decision as late as the time just before the project is completed (although TPC will be a limited partner as of initial closing, it can effectively withdraw at final closing and get its money back through the exercise of its final closing sale right). If the Wuskwatim Partnership proceeds with the construction of the Wuskwatim Project, the Adverse Effects Agreement will continue in effect regardless of whether NCN/TPC chooses to be a partner in Wuskwatim Partnership.

Hydro will be the sole owner of the Wuskwatim Transmission Project. There will be a transmission development fund, which will make annual payments to NCN and other communities in the vicinity of the transmission lines and stations.

Purpose of Agreement  
The purpose of the Adverse Effects Agreement is to set out the terms and conditions upon which NCN will be compensated for adverse effects from the Wuskwatim Generation and Transmission Projects.

Summary of Key Provisions  
NCN will receive $5.7M as settlement proceeds in respect of the potential adverse effects of the Wuskwatim Generation Project and the Wuskwatim Transmission Project. The payments will go into the Taskingahp Trust, for the benefit of NCN and its Members, in accordance with the NCN Deed of Assignment. In addition, Hydro will provide offers of settlement to individual members involved in trapping for anticipated trapping and incidental domestic losses arising on registered trap lines that the Transmission Project crosses.
Hydro has also agreed to contribute up to $200,000 and the Limited Partnership has agreed to contribute up to an additional $100,000 to address issues of concern relating to the Footprints.

Like the 1996 Agreement, the Adverse Effects Agreement will allow NCN Members to file claims for damage caused by Wuskwatim similar to the processes in the 1996 Agreement. Valid claims will be paid out of the claims account of the Taskinigahp Trust. NCN Members will still be able to bring claims for personal injury and death, methyl mercury, reburial of human remains and unforeseen effects directly against the Partnership or Hydro (as in the 1996 Agreement). Disputes about claims can go to arbitration (as in the 1996 Agreement).

An additional feature of the NCN Adverse Effect Agreement is a process to address impacts that might arise in the event that the Wuskwatim Project is operated in a manner which breaches a fundamental operating feature established in the PDA. The process includes identifying any impacts, endeavouring to avoid or mitigate them, and where they cannot be avoided or mitigated, providing compensation.

Wuskwatim has been designed to minimize adverse effects. The project will keep the level of Wuskwatim Lake fairly stable. There will be no change from season to season. Generally, the lake level will go down a bit during the day, and will rise a bit during the night. The project will affect the Burntwood River downstream of the station, but the changes will be extremely small by the time the river reaches Birchtree Lake.

As in the 1996 Agreement there are provisions relating to safety measures to be implemented to address any safety issue arising from the development and operation of the Wuskwatim Projects. Meetings were held with resource harvesters to help develop these measures. The Wuskwatim Partnership has also agreed to contribute $125,000 to NCN for the restoration of the Wuskwatim Village Campsite at Taskinigahp Falls (known as “Taskinigup Falls” as a map location), including a ceremonial Tee Pee and cabins to be designed and developed by NCN.
15. **NCN DEED OF ASSIGNMENT**  
(Schedule 16-1 to the PDA)

**The Parties to the NCN Deed of Assignment are:**
- NCN, as assignor,
- Trustees of the Taskinigahp Trust (Trust), as assignee, and
- TPC

In Article 16 of the PDA, Hydro and the Wuskwatim Partnership expressly agree to the NCN Deed of Assignment, provided NCN, TPC and Taskinigahp Trust execute the Commitment Agreement on the initial closing date. The Commitment Agreement provides that the NCN Deed of Assignment will not be amended or revoked without Hydro’s consent.

**Purpose of the Deed of Assignment**

In simple terms, the Deed of Assignment obligates NCN to direct any dividends that it would otherwise be entitled to as the shareholder of TPC into the Taskinigahp Trust, as well as to direct any settlement proceeds, distributions from the Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund (called transmission benefits) and dividend loan proceeds to which it is otherwise entitled, into the Taskinigahp Trust to be dealt with in accordance with the terms of the trust indenture.

The purpose of the Deed is set out expressly in section 3.

The intent with respect to the assignment of dividends is that the dividends are assigned to the Trust once they are declared by the board of directors of TPC. The board of TPC has the power to establish cash or investment reserves within TPC for its cash requirements, including funding cash calls, if any, by the General Partner of the Wuskwatim Partnership for construction and operating requirements. There is no obligation on the board of TPC to declare dividends on all cash received by it through its investment in units of the Wuskwatim Partnership.

It is also important to note that this document does not assign distributions on the units of the Wuskwatim Partnership owned by TPC. It is one level down; it is an assignment by NCN of certain funds to which NCN is entitled, including from dividends declared and paid by TPC on its issued shares.

The ultimate purpose of the NCN Deed of Assignment is to implement the stated objective of NCN’s current Chief and Council of attempting to preserve and protect economic benefits derived from the Wuskwatim Project by having the funds held by a Trust and subject to the protections of a Trust.
Summary of Key Provisions

Assignment - Article 2
In exchange for payment of a sum of money by the Trust to NCN, NCN irrevocably assigns to the Trust:

- all dividends of cash or property in kind declared and payable on its shares in TPC,
- all proceeds of dividend loans received from Hydro under the NCN Financing Agreement,
- all settlement proceeds received by NCN as set out in the NCN Adverse Effects Agreement, and
- all transmission benefits payable to NCN as set out in the PDA.

The intent of a payment of money by the Trust to NCN is so as to ensure that consideration, which is something of value, is given for the assignment in order to further enhance its enforceability. The specific amount of consideration will be determined at a later date, in consultation with Chief and Council.

Purpose - Article 3
This Article sets out the background and purpose of the assignment. The one section to note is section 3(e). It says in essence that nothing in the NCN Deed of Assignment is intended to detract from Hydro’s rights or entitlements under the NCN Financing Agreement (referred to as the Dividend Loan Agreement in the NCN Deed of Assignment).

Repayment of Dividend Loans Article – 4
This clause provides that to the extent that TPC uses its cash to repay indebtedness owed by NCN to Hydro under the NCN Financing Agreement (TPC is a guarantor of NCN’s indebtedness), dividends on the shares of TPC can be used to pay down NCN’s shareholder loan account with TPC, and such dividends are not subject to the assignment to the Trust.

NCN’s Covenants - Article 6
This clause sets out NCN’s obligations under the NCN Deed of Assignment, including:

- that it will not personally accept any of the funds or property assigned to the Trust under the NCN Deed of Assignment, but rather, will ensure that these funds are provided to the Trust,
- that it directs Hydro to pay directly to the Trust the proceeds of all dividend loans, transmission benefits and settlement proceeds (payments for adverse effects) due to NCN under the applicable agreements under the PDA,
- that it will not take steps to try to restrict or limit the ability of the board of TPC to pay out dividends to the Trust once those dividends have been declared,
- that it will not waive the right to receive entitlements it has to transmission benefits, settlement proceeds or dividend loan proceeds,
• that it will not assign or encumber the dividends or other entitlements that are the subject of the assignment,
• that it will ensure that all necessary steps are taken to preserve TPC’s corporate existence,
• that it will provide the Trust with a copy of TPC’s annual audited financial statements as well as access to TPC’s corporate records, and
• that it will ensure that all directors on the board of TPC are provided with a copy of the NCN Deed of Assignment and are required to sign a Consent and Undertaking, agreeing to be bound by its terms (in the form attached as Schedule “B” to the NCN Deed of Assignment).

**Power of Attorney - Article 9**
This clause empowers the trustees of the Trust to act in the name of NCN to enforce any entitlement of NCN that is the subject of the assignment to the Trust. It is to allow the Trust to ensure that the intent of the NCN Deed of Assignment is carried out.

**Irrevocable Assignment - Article 11**
This clause makes it clear that the assignment is essentially intended to be irrevocable and can’t later be undone. To add some flexibility, the NCN Deed of Assignment provides that it can be amended subject to agreement in writing of all of the parties to it and in compliance with the approval processes for amendment under Article 22 of the indenture creating the Trust. Hydro also would have to consent to any amendment to the NCN Deed of Assignment by virtue of the agreements set out in the Commitment Agreement. This clause also provides that, upon termination of the Trust, the rights of the Trust under the NCN Deed of Assignment are to be dealt with as property of the Trust.
16. **TRUST INDENTURE**  
*(Schedule 16-2 to the PDA)*

The parties to the Trust Indenture are:
- NCN
- TPC
- NCN Trustees, and
- the Corporate Trustee

In Article 16 of the PDA, Hydro and the Wuskwatim Partnership expressly agree to the Trust Indenture, provided NCN, TPC and Taskigahp Trust execute the Commitment Agreement on the initial closing date. The Commitment Agreement provides that the Trust Indenture will not be amended or revoked without Hydro’s consent.

**Background**

The 1996 NFA Implementation Agreement (between NCN, Canada, Manitoba and Hydro) created the Nisichawayasihk Trust. Essentially, this trust was funded by money paid to NCN by the other three parties as compensation for the Adverse Effects of the CRD. This Trust is administered by NCN trustees and a corporate trustee (now Royal Trust).

The investments held by this trust generate funds every year. A small portion of the funds goes into a Claims Account. NCN Members can file claims for damage caused by CRD. If the claims are valid, they are paid from this Claims Account.

Every year, there is a Community Approval Process (CAP). CAP determines how the remaining trust funds are spent every year. Funds for annual programs and services go into a Community Development Account. Funds for long-term projects go into an Investment and Heritage Account.

Among other things, the 1996 Agreement created the Nelson House Resource Management Board (NHRMB), which works with Manitoba to make plans about resource use in the Nelson House Resource Management Area (RMA).

The PDA will not change the 1996 Agreement. However, the PDA will create the new Taskigahp Trust. It will look a lot like the 1996 trust, but will have some unique features that are not in the other Trusts that NCN currently administers.

**Purpose of Agreement**

The purpose of this Agreement is to establish the terms and conditions that will create the Taskigahp Trust. The Trust will receive all settlement proceeds (for adverse effects), the proceeds of any dividend loans, the distributions from the Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund (called transmission benefits) and all dividends declared by TPC. The funds are then to be used for the benefit of NCN and Members. Its purposes are similar to the Nisichawayasihk Trust that was established under the 1996 NFA Implementation Agreement.

As it is anticipated that the Wuskwatim Project will provide several new sources of money for NCN, the purpose of the Trust is to set out how the money will be
administered in a safe and accountable way, so that NCN Members can decide how to use it for generations to come.

Summary of Key Provisions

Trustees
There will be four NCN Trustees and a Corporate Trustee. There is a new method for NCN Members to nominate potential NCN Trustees. Chief and Council will select qualified Trustees from among those nominated. Trustees must have skills in finance and administration, and post-secondary education or equivalent experience. Among other things, they must be free of certain criminal convictions or charges.

Trustees will decide how to invest trust funds. They will be limited to safe investments, including such things as government and corporate bonds. One new feature is that, before selling any investments, they must give at least 21 days notice to Chief and Council and Members, and Chief and Council will meet to discuss the proposed sale, unless market conditions would jeopardize the Trust by doing so. If requested, the Trustees must attend this meeting to provide information about their decision.

Reports
There will be quarterly financial reports and an annual narrative and audited financial report, which Members will have a right to see. An annual meeting of Members will be held to discuss reports.

Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund
Hydro will create the Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund as described in the PDA. This will make annual payments to NCN and others such as Opaskwayak and Cormorant. NCN's payments are called transmission benefits. These will go into the Resource Account of the Trust as resource harvesters have requested a separate fund that they will know is available each year in addition to any funds that may be approved through the CAP.

Payments of Dividends (Profits)
If NCN (through TPC) is a partner in the Wuskwatim Project and the project makes a profit, TPC will get a share of the profit through distributions (except to the extent that Hydro takes the distributions as repayments on loans owed by TPC and NCN to Hydro). These funds are received by TPC and then are dealt with as directed by the board of TPC. If TPC’s board elects to declare dividends out of distributions received by TPC, then NCN is entitled to those dividends as the sole beneficial holder of all of TPC’s shares. However, pursuant to the irrevocable NCN Deed of Assignment between NCN, the Trust and TPC, NCN has directed TPC to pay all of these dividends directly into the Taskinigahp Trust. This does not include funds that TPC’s board elects to retain in TPC for valid corporate purposes, such as reserves to meet its business obligations under the various PDA arrangements.
Adverse Effects Payments
Payments of compensation under the NCN Adverse Effects Agreement will be paid to the Taskinigahp Trust in accordance with the NCN Deed of Assignment. They are called settlement proceeds.

Just as NCN Members can file claims under the 1996 Agreement if they have been harmed by CRD, they will be able to file claims under the NCN Adverse Effects Agreement if they are harmed by Wuskwatim. Valid claims will be paid from the Claims Account of the Taskinigahp Trust. From the settlement proceeds paid, $50,000 will be immediately put into this account. Every year, enough money will be put into this account to maintain a $50,000 balance.

Like the Nisichawayasihk Trust Indenture in the 1996 Agreement, the Taskinigahp Trust has provisions to indemnify the Limited Partnership and Hydro for claims arising from matters that are settled under the NCN Adverse Effects Agreement.

Community Development Account
There will be a Taskinigahp Community Development Account (CDA). Partly similar to the 1996 Community Development Account, it will be used for the economic, social and cultural development of NCN and Members, as well as for things like environmental monitoring and to administer the Trust.

The Resource Account
One new feature of the Trust is the Resource Account which is in response to the concerns raised by NCN resource harvesters. It will be used for resource development and management programs within the RMA, and to fund NCN’s activities in relation to the NHRMB. The first source of money for the Resource Account will be transmission benefits. Every year, 75 percent of the transmission benefits will be used to fund resource programs and activities. The remaining 25 percent will go into a resource sub-account, which is set up as a savings account. This sub-account will generate interest and the interest can also be spent on resource programs. This interest will also be used for resource programs. In addition, NCN may decide in some years to put extra money into the Resource Account.

The Seven Generations Account and Seven Generations Growth Account
Another new feature will be the Seven Generations Account. Like the 1996 Investment and Heritage Account, this will be used for long-term priorities. There will also be a Seven Generations Growth Account (SGGA), also for long-term priorities. The difference is that there is a mandatory savings feature built into the Seven Generations Growth Account.

In years when dividends are less than $10 million, 10 percent of the dividends will go into the SGGA. In years when the dividends are more than $10 million, 25 percent will go into the SGGA. In addition, NCN may decide to put extra money into the SGGA in some years. No money from SGGA will be spent until there is $100 million in the account.

Once funds have been deposited to the SGGA, it will generate interest every year. This is called growth income.
The Possibility of Individual Payments to NCN Members
The 1996 Trust prohibited payments from the Trust to individual NCN Members. The trust is to benefit NCN as a whole. In general, the new Taskinigahp Trust is similar. However, over the long term, it is possible that the Taskinigahp Trust will be so large that it will be able to support all necessary NCN programs and services, and also be able to generate payments to individual NCN Members. Therefore, such payments are allowed under strict conditions. Firstly, in years when dividends are $10 million or more, up to 10 percent of dividends that year may be distributed to Members. Secondly, once the balance in the SGGA is at least $100 million, another payment of up to 10 percent of growth income may be distributed to Members that year in addition to any payments, if the dividends are paid under the first provision.

Community Involvement Process
There will be a Community Involvement Process, which will be a bit different from the 1996 CAP. To start with, within 36 months of the signing of the Trust, Chief and Council shall hold at least three meetings of Members to determine NCN priorities for a multi-year plan (MYP). This is a plan, which outlines NCN's priorities for social, economic and community development for the next four-to-five years. For example, NCN may decide that building more new houses every year is a priority. Chief and Council will update the MYP at least once every three years.

NCN Members may submit individual proposals – which are programs, projects or initiatives proposed by one of more Members. Chief and Council or their designated agent will assess these individual proposals, to see whether they are consistent with the current MYP, whether they are affordable, and what short and long-term benefits they will have for NCN. Chief and Council may also submit proposals.

As in the 1996 Trust, there are restrictions in respect of proposed capital works. In summary, these capital projects will not be built unless there is reasonable evidence that there will be enough money to operate and maintain them in the future.

Every year, there will be at least one meeting of Members. Members will receive an update on how much money is available to spend that year from the various accounts. Financial information about various spending proposals will be shared. Following the meeting, Chief and Council will make final spending decisions about annual spending, long-term savings and (if all requirements are met) payments to individual Members, at a public meeting.

Though partly similar to the 1996 Trust, this new Trust contains some unique features, including Multi-Year Plans, Individual Proposals, public nomination of potential NCN Trustees, the new Resource Account, the new SGGA, new requirements for public notice by the Trustees before they sell investments, and the possibility of payments to individual Members, if strict requirements are met.

Ensuring Public Accountability
The Trust ensures accountability to NCN’s members, and balances short and long-term considerations. It also makes special provision for NCN resource users, through the new Resource Account.
If the Generation Project is profitable, the new Trust may eventually administer large sums of money, and will allow NCN to undertake a number of projects over the long-term.
17. COMMITMENT AGREEMENT  
(Schedule 16-3 to the PDA)

The Parties to the Commitment Agreement are:  
- Hydro  
- NCN  
- Taskinigahp Trust, and  
- Taskinigahp Power Corporation (TPC).

Background  
NCN will invest in the Wuskwatim Partnership through TPC. NCN will irrevocably assign the dividends it receives from TPC, the dividend loans it receives under the NCN Financing Agreement, the settlement proceeds it receives under the Adverse Effects Agreement and the distributions it receives from the Wuskwatim Transmission Development Fund (called transmission benefits) to Taskinigahp Trust pursuant to the NCN Deed of Assignment. The Trust Indenture describes how the Taskinigahp Trust (TT) will function for the benefit of NCN and NCN Members. Hydro consented to the use of TPC to invest in the Wuskwatim Partnership and the assignment of NCN’s entitlements to the Taskinigahp Trust on the basis that the Trust Indenture and the NCN Deed of Assignment will not be revoked or amended without Hydro’s consent.

Purpose of Agreement  
The purpose of the agreement is to ensure that the Indenture and the Deed are not revoked or amended without Hydro’s consent.

Summary of Key Provisions  
All parties agree that the Taskinigahp Trust Indenture and the NCN Deed of Assignment shall not be revoked, dissolved, amended, varied, added to, revised, modified or assigned in any way, directly or indirectly, without Hydro’s prior written consent. This agreement will be in effect as long as TPC owns any units in the Partnership.
18. REFERENDUM RULES  
(Schedule 25-1 to the PDA)

Parties
The Referendum Rules are NCN’s rules relating to the conduct of the Referendum described in the PDA. Hydro has agreed to the Referendum Rules. They are attached to the PDA as a Schedule.

Background
NCN voters will have an opportunity to decide whether Chief & Council should sign the PDA through a secret-ballot referendum vote. The rules for the conduct of this vote are described in the Referendum Rules.

Purpose
The purpose is to set out the rules by which the PDA ratification vote will be held.

Summary of Key Provisions
Chief and Council will notify the Electoral Officer under NCN’s Election Code that she will conduct the referendum. Chief and Council may also appoint other employees to assist. All of them will sign an Oath of Confidentiality.

The Electoral Officer will supervise the vote, including preparing and posting a voters’ list; preparing ballots and ballot boxes; hiring people to operate voting machines if such machines are used; and conducting a fair and impartial referendum. She will make any corrections to the voters’ list that may be needed.

The polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Duncan Wood Memorial Hall in Nelson House, at The Hub in Thompson, at Place Louis Riel in Winnipeg, at the Travelodge Canadian Inn in Brandon, at the Council Chambers in Leaf Rapids, and in the Fred Moose and Jimmy Spence Memorial Arena at SIL.

There will be a traveling poll on reserve. The Electoral Officer may also decide to have traveling polls at hospitals in Thompson and Winnipeg.

There will be an Advance Poll. When the Advance Poll is over, the ballots shall be kept safe until the day of the Referendum Poll, when they will be counted.

If a voter is blind, unable to read, or needs help to vote, the Electoral Officer or a Deputy Electoral Officer may mark the ballot for the voter, as long as there are scrutineers watching.

The Electoral Officer will arrange for the voting and counting of ballots to be recorded by camera or other video recording device. The camera will not show how any voter marks their ballot. Only the Electoral Officer will have access to the film but, if there is an appeal, certified copies of the film may be made available to the Arbitrator or Chief and Council on request.

The Electoral Officer will supervise counting of ballots. The Electoral Officer will sign the Referendum Certificate and announce the results in public and post them in Nelson House.

Chief and Council may appoint voters as scrutineers to be present during the day and when the ballots are counted.

There shall be no signs and no canvassing within 150 feet of a poll, and no advertising within 24 hours before the polls open.
If less than a majority of eligible voters vote, but a majority of those who voted did vote “yes”, Chief and Council shall call a Second Referendum.

If any voter feels that there was a breach of the Referendum Rules that may affect the outcome of the vote, or a corrupt practice in connection with the vote, they may request that an Arbitrator review the matter. This must be done within 10 calendar days. The Arbitrator shall be a Manitoba lawyer with no pecuniary interest in the dispute and who is not with a firm that acted for NCN or Hydro within the last year. The Arbitrator can order a new referendum, at a date to be set by Chief and Council. The fact that someone has requested arbitration does not mean that the PDA can not be ratified. (The Manitoba Court of Queen’s Bench has jurisdiction to issue an interim injunction pending arbitration, if the normal tests for this type of injunction are met.)
NCN has negotiated certain agreements with Manitoba (the Land Reversion Agreement and the Water Power Rental/Land Payment Agreement, described below). These agreements between NCN and Manitoba are not referred to in the PDA and do not form part of the PDA. However, they are relevant aspects of the overall project that must be considered by NCN and its members.

A. Land Reversion Agreement

The agreement is formally called a Memorandum of Agreement between Manitoba and NCN. “Land Reversion Agreement” is the working title used by the parties.

Parties to the Land Reversion Agreement are:
- Manitoba, and
- NCN.

Background

The Treaty Land Entitlement Agreement (TLE Agreement) allows NCN to select parcels of provincial Crown lands, to be added to NCN reserve lands. Lands required for certain potential future hydro sites (Schedule “E” sites) can only be selected with the agreement of Hydro. Wuskwatim is one of these potential projects. The land at the generating station site and under the access road (“project lands”) are now provincial Crown lands. Manitoba, Hydro and NCN have all agreed that, during the life of the Generation Project, the Partnership will own the project lands. After the Project is decommissioned, the project lands will go back to Manitoba. However, Manitoba and NCN have agreed that NCN will be able to select the project lands as a selection under the TLEA. If NCN has already used up its TLE selections, it can choose whether it wants the project lands as reserve lands, or through regular land ownership methods. Manitoba will cooperate with NCN’s choice. Treaty and aboriginal rights will be protected as described below.

Purpose

The purpose is to describe how NCN will have the choice of obtaining the project lands as reserve land or other ownership, after they are no longer needed for hydro purposes.

Summary of Key Provisions

Where any of the project lands revert back to Manitoba, NCN may select the project lands under the TLE Agreement.

If NCN does that, Manitoba and Hydro, acting reasonably, will then determine whether the project lands are reasonably required for hydro development at a TLE Agreement Schedule “E” site. If they decide the lands are not needed, NCN can go ahead with the normal TLE Agreement selection process.

If NCN has used up all its TLE selections, Manitoba will make the lands available to NCN as reserve lands (if Canada will agree), or in fee simple (regular ownership), leasehold, or permit, as NCN may desire.

In any case, the lands will be subject to any necessary Hydro Easements; resolving any third party interests that may exist; and addressing any other issues arising out of the terms of the TLE Agreement.
The Land Reversion Agreement does not affect the Nelson House Resource Management Board.

When the time comes, Manitoba and NCN will complete any agreements and documents that might reasonably be required.

NCN agrees that its existing TLE selections at the station and access road sites will not proceed. NCN may make alternate selections under the TLE Agreement.

Nothing in the Land Reversion Agreement is intended to alter aboriginal or treaty rights of NCN or other aboriginal peoples under section 35 of the Constitution, except to the extent that NCN has expressly consented to this memorandum and the undertakings contemplated by it.

Disputes between NCN and Manitoba will be resolved under the dispute resolution provisions of the TLE Agreement.
B. Water Power Rental/Land Payment Agreement

The Parties to the Water Power Rental/Land Payment Agreement are:

- Manitoba, and
- NCN.

Background

Under Manitoba water power laws, Hydro pays “water rentals” to Manitoba for hydro projects. After the AIP was signed, there was a change made to the water power rental rates for generating stations over 200 MW. Wuskwatim will produce 200 Mw. If Wuskwatim produced 1 less megawatt, it would not have had to pay the increased rates. NCN thought this was unfair as there was a change after it entered into the AIP. Therefore, NCN negotiated a resolution with the Province.

If TPC is a 33% partner, Manitoba will at first pay NCN an amount equal to 33% of the total water rental payments paid by the Wuskwatim Partnership. NCN, Taskinigahp Trust and the Province through a Deed of Assignment have agreed that all moneys paid under this Agreement will go into the Taskinigahp Trust. However, the amount to be paid will decrease over the 25 years after final closing (as defined in the PDA), starting in Year 6, so that, if the total amount of water rentals remains the same, the amount paid into the Trust will decrease year by year.

Also, the Wuskwatim Partnership will pay Manitoba for the lands where the generating station and access road (the project lands) are located. Manitoba will also make a payment to NCN for TPC’s share of these payments. This payment will also go into the Taskinigahp Trust.

Purpose

To describe how Manitoba will make payments to NCN (TPC) as a partner in the Wuskwatim Partnership, for the first 25 years of the Wuskwatim Project, and how Manitoba will pay NCN as a result of land payments made by the Wuskwatim Partnership to Manitoba for the project lands.

Summary of Key Provisions

For simplicity, the statements below will assume that TPC is a 33% partner throughout the first 25 years of the Wuskwatim Project.

Every year in the first 5 years that the Wuskwatim Partnership pays water rentals to Manitoba, Manitoba will make a payment to NCN based on the percentage of the water rentals paid by the Partnership.

In Year 6, the payment will decrease by 5%. It will decrease by another 5% each year after that, until it reaches zero in Year 25.

Manitoba will also make a payment to NCN based on the percentage of the payments the Partnership pays to Manitoba for the project lands.

Schedule “A” to the agreement is a “Deed of Assignment (Water Power Rental Payments and Land Payments)”. It says that all payments to NCN from Manitoba will be paid into the Taskinigahp Trust.